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Modernisation of transfer pricing rules
 

The Tax Justice Network Australia (TJN-Aus) welcomes this opportunity to make a 
submission on the Tax Laws Amendment (Cross-Border Transfer Pricing) Bill 2013 Exposure 
Draft. TJN-Aus supports the passage of the legislation as a further step towards combating 
tax avoidance and tax evasion by multinational companies. Further, TJN-Aus support the 
introduction of this legislation to ensure that a single set of rules applies to both tax treaty 
and non-tax treaty cases. 

The TJN-Aus accepts the OECD Guidelines constitute the transfer pricing standards of many 
of Australia’s major investment partners and therefore applying them to revised laws makes 
sense at this time. Thus, the TJN-Aus supports the intention of the Tax Laws Amendment 
(Cross-Border Transfer Pricing) Bill 2013 to ensure the domestic law that references the tax 
treaty transfer pricing rules are applied in a manner consistent with relevant OECD guidance. 

While supporting the efforts to combat tax avoidance through the measures introduced in the 
Tax Laws Amendment (Cross-Border Transfer Pricing) Bill 2013, the TJN-Aus remains 
concerned about the limitations of the ‘arm’s length’ principle (ALP), especially transactional 
methods, and urges supporting other methods at a multilateral level to combat tax evasion 
through transfer mispricing. The OECD arm’s length principle particularly has disadvantaged 
developing countries in combating tax evasion by multinational companies, as such countries 
often lack the resources to be able to investigate and prosecute multinational companies 
engaged in tax evasion through transfer mispricing based on the arm’s length principle. In its 
most recent report on transfer pricing, TJN states ‘In recent years many developing countries 
have introduced or strengthened arrangements for combating tax avoidance, including 
abusive transfer pricing. However, the vast majority of poor developing countries do not have 
the resources to apply the complex and time-consuming checks on transfer pricing 
demanded by the OECD approach. Even the largest among them, such as Brazil, China, 
India, and South Africa have experienced serious difficulties in applying the ALP, especially 
in finding suitable comparables.’1 Brazil, China, India and South Africa are examples of 
countries which adopt approaches that diverge from those acceptable to OECD countries. 

The TJN-Aus believes the Australian Government should support the development of 
a new international norm to eventually replace the OECD arm’s length principle using 

1 Sol Picciotto, ‘Towards Unitary Taxation of Transnational Corporations’ Tax Justice Network, 14, 
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Towards_Unitary_Taxation_1-1.pdf Last viewed 11 
December 2012. 

mailto:transferpricing@treasury.gov.au?subject=Submission:%20Exposure%20Draft%20-%20Modernisation%20of%20transfer%20pricing%20rules%20
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Towards_Unitary_Taxation_1-1.pdf


     
       

   
 

   
     

  

         
 

      
 

   
   
   
  
  
   
  

 
   

  
  
  
   
   
  
   
  
  
  
  
   
  
  
  
   
  

 
  

   
    

 
         

          

                                                 
  

         
     

   
       

   
  

 

combined reporting, with formulary apportionment and Unitary Taxation.2 This would 
prioritise the economic substance of a multinational and its transactions, instead of 
prioritising the legal form in which a multinational organises itself and its transactions. 

1. Background on the Tax Justice Network Australia 
The Tax Justice Network Australia (TJN-Aus) is the Australian branch of the Tax Justice 
Network (TJN). TJN is an independent organisation launched in the British Houses of 
Parliament in March 2003. It is dedicated to high-level research, analysis and advocacy in 
the field of tax and regulation. TJN works to map, analyse and explain the role of taxation 
and the harmful impacts of tax evasion, tax avoidance, tax competition and tax havens. 
TJN’s objective is to encourage reform at the global and national  levels. 

The Tax Justice Network aims to: 
(a) promote sustainable finance for development; 
(b) promote international co-operation on tax regulation and tax related crimes; 
(c) oppose tax havens; 
(d) promote progressive and equitable taxation; 
(e) promote corporate responsibility and accountability; and 
(f) promote tax compliance and a culture of responsibility. 

In Australia the current members of TJN-Aus are: 
• ActionAid Australia 
• ACTU 
• Australian Education Union 
• Anglican Overseas Aid 
• Baptist World Aid 
• Caritas Australia 
• Columban Mission Institute, Centre for Peace Ecology and Justice 
• Global Poverty Project 
• Jubilee Australia 
• National Tertiary Education Union 
• Oaktree Foundation 
• Social Justice Around the Bay 
• Social Policy Connections 
• Synod of Victoria and Tasmania, Uniting Church in Australia 
• TEAR Australia 
• Union Aid Abroad – APHEDA 
• UnitingWorld 

2. Transfer Pricing and Tax Dodging 
The TJN-Aus sees taxation as playing a vital role in ensuring a just society and a just world. 
The money lost by developing countries from transfer mispricing is vast. Anti-corruption non-
government organisation, Global Financial Integrity, estimated collectively developing 
countries lost US$418 billion from transfer mispricing in 2009, much of this money laundered 
through secrecy jurisdictions.3 Africa lost US$25 billion in transfer mispricing, while the 

2 Tax Justice Network, ‘Transfer Pricing’, http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/front_content.php?idcat=139; 
and The Hamilton Project, ‘Reforming Corporate Taxation in a Global Economy: A Proposal to Adopt 
Formulary Apportionment’, The Brookings Institute, Policy Brief No. 2007-08, June 2007.
3 While many ‘secrecy jurisdictions’ are also defined as ‘tax havens’, the definitions of the two are 
different. The Australian Taxation Office is now also using the language of ‘secrecy jurisdictions’, and 
has indicated a particular focus on Vanuatu, Liechtenstein, Switzerland, Panama, Samoa and the 
Channel Islands. 

http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/front_content.php?idcat=139


  
 

 
  

       
    

 
  

     
  

          
   

   
 

 
    

    
   

 
  

 
 

 
     

   
   

        
        

   
  

                                                                                                                                                         
          

         
              

 
 

        
    

 
          

    
 

 
   

 
       

  
    

    
     

  
  
          

   
      

  
   

Philippines lost US$8.1 billion, Cambodia US$721 million and Indonesia US$8.5 billion.4 

Globally overseas aid in 2009 was only US$120 billion. 

In 2009, Christian Aid commissioned international transfer pricing expert, Associate 
Professor Simon Pak, president of the Trade Research Institute and an academic at Penn 
State University in the US, to analyse EU and US trade data and estimate the amount of 
capital shifted from non-EU countries into the EU and the US through bilateral transfer 
mispricing. Professor Pak, who has advised US Congress on this issue, analysed bilateral 
trade in every product between 2005 and 2007, calculated the parameters of the normal 
price range for products traded between countries, and estimated the amount of capital 
shifted by trades that are outside that normal price range. He calculated the flow of capital 
from non-EU countries to the EU and US through transfer mispricing over that period was in 
the order of US$1.1 trillion, resulting in lost tax revenues to non-EU governments of US$365 
billion. 

The Christian Aid commissioned calculations also found that Australia lost 1.1 billion euros in 
tax revenue through transfer mispricing to the EU in the period 2005 – 2007 and US$1.5 
billion in tax revenue through transfer mispricing to the US in the same period.5 

Work by Taylor and Richardson found that for publicly listed Australian companies thin 
capitalisation and transfer mispricing were the primary drivers of tax avoidance in the period 
2006 to 2009.6 

The TJN-Aus notes with concern the significant growth in relation to intra-firm trade with 
regards to interest and insurance, and service components, which have more than doubled 
over the period 2002 – 2009.7 It is these areas in which the OECD ‘arm’s length’ pricing 
principles are most open to failing to deal with tax evasion. The ATO Compliance Plan for 
2010-11 notes this concern.8 It has also been suggested that internet based business and 
multinational banks, even more than other multinational entities, have opportunities for 
reducing their overall tax payments by way of intra-firm transfer pricing.9 

The Tax Justice Network definition of a secrecy jurisdiction is in three parts. Firstly, secrecy
 
jurisdictions are places that intentionally create regulation for the primary benefit and use of those not
 
resident in their geographical domain. It must deliberately create laws that wholly or mainly relates to
 
activities that take place ‘elsewhere’. 


Secondly, a secrecy jurisdiction deliberately designs the regulation they create for use by people who
 
do not live in their territories so that it undermines the legislation or regulation of another jurisdiction.
 

Thirdly, the secrecy jurisdiction creates a deliberate, legally backed veil of secrecy that ensures those 

making use of its regulation cannot be identified to be doing so. While all three of these characteristics
 
must be present for a state to be considered a secrecy jurisdiction, this third characteristic is the most
 
important.

4 Dev Kar and Sarah Freitas, ‘Illicit Financial Flows from Developing Countries Over the Decade 

Ending 2009’, Global Financial Integrity, December 2011, pp. 5, 48-50.

5 David McNair and Andrew Hogg, ‘False profits: robbing the poor to keep the rich tax-free’, Christian 

Aid, March 2009. pp.20, 27.

6 Grantley Taylor and Grant Richardson, “International Corporate tax Avoidance Practices: Evidence 

from Australian Firms”, The International Journal of Accounting 47, (2012), p. 491.
 
7 The Treasury, ‘Income tax: cross border profit allocation. Review of transfer pricing rules’,
 
Consultation Paper, 1 November 2011, p. 2.

8 Ibid. p.3.
 
9 Sol Picciotto, ‘Towards Unitary Taxation of Transnational Corporations’ Tax Justice Network,
 
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Towards_Unitary_Taxation_1-1.pdf Last viewed 11
 
December 2012 and Kerrie Sadiq, ‘The Traditional Rationale of the Arm’s Length Approach to 

Transfer Pricing – Should the Separate Accounting Model be maintained for modern Multinational
 
Entities?’, J. Australian Taxation 7(2), (2004), p. 201.
 

http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Towards_Unitary_Taxation_1-1.pdf


 
   

     
      

         
      

   
    

       
   

 
  

       
  

 
   

     
           

       

        
  

 
  

   
      

  
  

  
    

  

  
 

                                                 
    

  
       

   
  

       
 

     
         

    

   
    

 
          

   
 

The TJN-Aus supports efforts by the Australian Government, including the ATO, to limit tax 
evasion through transfer mispricing. The TJN-Aus agrees tax on corporations should be 
based on their economic contribution in Australia: through functions performed in Australia, 
the assets used or contributed by Australian entities, and the risks assumed on the 
Australian side. While the TJN-Aus agrees that as far as practicable trade pricing rules 
should be aligned with and interpreted consistently with international transfer pricing 
standards, it believes the Australian Government should advocate strongly for those transfer 
pricing standards to be effective in stemming tax evasion through transfer mispricing. While 
companies are understandably concerned they not be subject to double taxation, the TJN-
Aus is equally concerned that multinational companies are not able to manipulate transfer 
pricing standards to avoid taxation on parts of their profits. Thus, the TJN-Aus supports 
allowing the ATO flexibility in the application of transfer pricing rules to ensure multinational 
companies are subject to taxation on all their profits in the locations where the business 
activity is actually taking place. 

The TJN-Aus is concerned by allegations of well-known multinational companies being 
engaged in tax dodging, and suggests that it cannot be taken for granted that all companies 
will seek to comply with the spirit of the tax laws in the countries they operate in.10 While the 
proposed legislative changes are appropriate within the current framework, TJN is of the 
view that in light of all of the evidence that General Electric, Starbucks Amazon, Google and 
many others have been able to dodge tax, a thorough reform of the transfer pricing regime 
moving towards unitary taxation to reflect economic reality is warranted.11 

3.	 Comments on the Tax Laws Amendment (Cross-Border Transfer Pricing) Bill 
2013 

The TJN-Aus supports the amendments contained within the Bill to insert Subdivisions 
815-B, 815-C, 815-D and 815-E into the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 (ITAA 1997).  In 
particular, it supports the greater alignment between outcomes achieved for international 
arrangements involving Australia and another jurisdiction irrespective of whether the other 
country forms part of Australia’s tax treaty network. 

The TJN-Aus also supports transfer pricing rules applying equally to the cross-border 
dealings of both associated and non-associated entities, consistent with the existing 
approach of Division 13 of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936. 

10 See for example: ActionAid, “Calling Time. Why SABMiller should stop dodging taxes in Arica”, April 
2012, http://www.actionaid.org.uk/doc_lib/calling_time_on_tax_avoidance.pdf, Melaine Newman, 
‘Vodafone: Undercover investigation exposes Swiss branches’, Bureau of Investigative Journalism, 6 
March 2012; Jesse Drucker, ‘IRS Auditing How Google Shifted Profits’, Bloomberg, 
http://www.bloomberg.com, 13 October 2011; Dipesh Gadher, ‘Light-footed Google in $4.6bn tax 
dodge’, The Australian, 30 May 2011; Lousia Peacock, ‘Taxman wants slice of Apple’, The Age, 10 
April 2012; SHERPA media release, ‘Tax evasion in Zambia. Five NGOs file an OECD complaint 
against Glencore International AG and First Quantum Minerals for violation of OECD guidelines’, 12 
April 2012; SHERPA (France), Centre for Trade Policy and Development (Zambia), the Berne 
Declaration (Switzerland), l’Entraide Missionaire (Canada) and Mining Watch (Canada), ‘Specific 
Instance regarding Glencore International AG and First Quantum Minerals Ltd and their alleged 
violations of the OECD guidelines for multinational enterprises via the activities of Mopani Copper 
Mines Plc in Zambia’, Press Folder, 12 April 2012 and Ian Griffiths, ‘Amazon: £7bn sales, no UK 
corporation tax’, The Guardian, 4 April 2012.
11 Sol Picciotto, ‘Towards Unitary Taxation of Transnational Corporations’ Tax Justice Network, 
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Towards_Unitary_Taxation_1-1.pdf Last viewed 11 
December 2012. 

http://www.actionaid.org.uk/doc_lib/calling_time_on_tax_avoidance.pdf
http://www.bloomberg.com/
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Towards_Unitary_Taxation_1-1.pdf


   
  

   
  

    
   

  
 

  
 

         
     

  
  

 
 

   
  

 
           

  
  

 
        

     
  

  
       

 
       
        

       

     
         

   
   

  
 

  
  

   
 

       
  

        
  

                                                 
  
  

   
 

 

The TJN-Aus supports the view, contained within Subdivision 815-B, that if the arm’s length 
principle is to be used, then the arm’s length conditions should be reflective of, and take into 
account, the totality of the commercial or financial relations between the entities. 

The TJN-Aus is disappointed with the framing of the Object of the provisions, particularly 
s815-105, which ties the object very tightly to the arm’s length principle, rather than by 
reference to the “relevant international tax agreement”. As there is growing international 
concern about the limitations of the arm’s length principle in combating transfer mispricing12, 
additional methods are likely to emerge over time to combat transfer mispricing which will 
require further adjustment in Australian domestic law to match evolving international 
standards. While the TJN-Aus recognises that by interpreting the provisions consistently with 
the OECD Guidelines there is greater scope to apply the arm’s length methodology which 
offers the most appropriate and reliable method, the TJN- Aus is disappointed that it is only 
the arm’s length methodologies, linked to the OECD Guidelines, which are deemed 
acceptable for the purposes of transfer pricing. 

That said, the TJN-Aus believes it is vital that the ATO must have access to the 
Transactional Net Margin Method and the Profit Split Method, allowed for in the OECD 
Guidelines. With companies that engage in tax avoidance and tax evasion through cross-
border activities increasingly using payments for intangibles (such as intellectual property 
rights payments, royalty payments, management service payments), transfer pricing 
methods that rely on transaction methods alone are becoming less and less effective in 
stemming this activity. 

The TJN-Aus is concerned that there be no increase in the administrative penalty de minimis 
thresholds in the amendments to Section 284-165 of the Taxation Administration Act 1953 
outlined in the Exposure Draft. For most taxpayers, engaging in $10,000 of tax avoidance 
would be considered a significant level of tax avoidance. The TJN-Aus would strongly 
oppose any increase in this threshold. However, we recognise there is a difference to a case 
of transfer mispricing where a company has acted in good faith believing they had priced a 
transaction consistently with the arm’s length principle and a case where a company has 
intentionally engaged in deliberate tax avoidance through transfer mispricing. It would be 
appropriate that the intention of the company to engage in tax avoidance would be a factor in 
the administrative penalty applied. While not Australian examples, the following provide 
examples of alleged trade misinvoicing that have actually been carried out by companies. 
Pak, de Boyrie and Nelson looked at trade in commodities between 30 African countries and 
the United States over the period 2000-2005, using a price filter approach. In November 
2005, a set of golf clubs were imported into Nigeria for US$4,976, while the US/World 
median price for the same set of clubs was only US$82. During the same month, a gasoline 
generator was imported into Ghana from the US at a price of US$60,000 that could be 
purchased at the US/World median price of US$63.03. During June of 2005, an electric hair 
dryer was imported into Nigeria at a price of US$3,800 when the US/World median price of 
the item was estimated to be US$25.13 Such activities should attract strong penalties if any 
similar cases related to deliberate transfer mispricing were to be detected by the ATO. 

The TJN-Aus supports the amendments to Subdivisions 815-B and 815-C to limit the time in 
which the Commissioner can issue a notice related to a transfer pricing adjustment to eight 
years. This seems to be a reasonable timeframe that balances the time that can be taken to 
carry out an investigation into a transfer mispricing case, while allowing companies to not 

12 See for example http://taxjustice.blogspot.co.uk/2012/06/summary-report-on-transfer-pricing.html 
13 Maria E. de Boyrie, James A. Nelson, Simon J. Pak, (2007) "Capital movement through trade 
misinvoicing: the case of Africa", Journal of Financial Crime, Vol. 14 Iss: 4, pp.474 – 489; and Charles 
Abugre, “TNCs, transfer pricing and tax avoidance”, 2011, 
http://pambazuka.org/en/category/features/75801 

http://pambazuka.org/en/category/features/75801
http://taxjustice.blogspot.co.uk/2012/06/summary-report-on-transfer-pricing.html
http:US$63.03


    
    

 
   

 
  

     
    

      
     

        
 

  
   

 
 

 

  

  
  

 
        

       
 

   
  

 
  

    
  

 

 
   

 
    

  
         

  

                                                 
 

 
         

   
           

      
           

    
           

      
   

  
   

have to be prepared to justify business actions older than eight years. Coincidentally, India 
requires transfer pricing documentation to be kept for eight years.14 

4. Beyond the Tax Laws Amendment (Cross-Border Transfer Pricing) Bill 2013 

4.1. Failings of the Current System 
While supporting the efforts to combat tax avoidance through the measures introduced in the 
Tax Laws Amendment (Cross-Border Transfer Pricing) Bill 2013, the TJN-Aus remains 
concerned about the limitations of the ‘arm’s length’ principle and urges supporting other 
methods at a multilateral level to combat tax evasion through transfer mispricing. This current 
system is based on a structure devised approximately a century ago. TJN believes that 
international corporate tax abuse means that many of the underpinning international 
principles are fundamentally flawed, with the most dominant example being the “separate 
entity” approach and the arm’s length requirement under current transfer pricing rules. This 
is particularly evident in certain industries such as internet-based business and financial 
firms. 

There is great scope for misunderstanding or deliberate mispricing in areas around 
intellectual property such as patents, trademarks and other proprietary information within the 
arm’s length principle. Multinational enterprises arise in large part due to organisational and 
internalisation advantages relative to the efforts of unrelated, separate companies that seek 
to do business with one another. Such advantages mean that within multinational 
enterprises, profit is generated in part by internalising transactions within the firm. Thus, for 
companies that are truly integrated across borders, holding related entities within the 
commonly controlled group to an ‘arm’s length’ standard for pricing of intra-company 
transactions does not make sense, nor does allocating income and expenses on a country
by-country basis.15 Simply, there is an air of artificiality in applying the arm’s length standard 
to multinational companies.16 As multinational companies gain a greater efficiency in 
transactions over unrelated firms17, their costs will be lower and profits higher than 
transactions between unrelated firms. This means the arm’s length principle overestimates 
the costs of transactions for multinationals and, hence, underestimates their profits meaning 
a portion of the profit goes untaxed. 

Reuvan Avi-Yonah (2009) argues the arm’s length transfer pricing rules have spawned a 
huge industry of lawyers, accountants and economists whose professional role is to assist 
multinational companies in their transfer pricing planning and compliance. He concludes that 
no matter how assiduously one performs “functional analyses” designed to identify 
“uncontrolled comparables” that are reasonably similar to members of multinational groups, 
one is rarely going to find them. He argues such comparables have not been found with 
sufficient regularity to serve as the basis for a workable transfer pricing system based on the 
arm’s length principle. The US General Accounting Office did a study in the early 1990s that 

14 Anita Kapur, Director General of Income Tax (Administration), “Indian Transfer Pricing System”, 13 
May 2012, http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Anita_Kapur_1206_Helsinki_ppt.pdf
15 Reuven S. Avi-Yonah, ‘Between Formulary Apportionment and the OECD Guidelines: A Proposal 
for Reconciliation’, University of Michigan Law School, Paper 102, 2009.
16 Kerrie Sadiq, ‘The Traditional Rationale of the Arm’s Length Approach to Transfer Pricing – Should 
the Separate Accounting Model be maintained for modern Multinational Entities?’, J. Australian 
Taxation 7(2), (2004), p. 198; and Michael Durst, ‘It’s Not Just Academic: The OECD Should 
Reevaluate Transfer Pricing Laws’, Tax Analysts, 18 January 2010.
17 Kerrie Sadiq, ‘The Traditional Rationale of the Arm’s Length Approach to Transfer Pricing – Should 
the Separate Accounting Model be maintained for modern Multinational Entities?’, J. Australian 
Taxation 7(2), (2004), pp. 237, 241; Michael Durst, ‘It’s Not Just Academic: The OECD Should 
Reevaluate Transfer Pricing Laws’, Tax Analysts, 18 January 2010; and Michael Durst, ‘The Two 
Worlds of Transfer Pricing Policymaking’, Tax Justice Network, 24 January 2011. 

http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Anita_Kapur_1206_Helsinki_ppt.pdf


         
   

 
  

  
  

 
   

  
     

     
 

   
   

   
    

 
 

      
   

       
  

  
   

 
 

       
   

 
    

        
   

 
         

  
          

  
  

   
      

                                                 
         

   
   

 
         

   
           

    
 

 
 

  
 

   
 

indicated in over 90% of the cases the three traditional methods of Comparable Uncontrolled 
Price could not be applied because comparables could not be found.18 

Michael Durst, a former director of the IRS advance pricing agreement, has stated that in 20 
years of practice: “I have seldom, if ever, seen a real-life transfer pricing controversy 
resolved by anything that could reasonably be viewed as sufficiently close comparables.”19 

Reuvan Avi-Yonah points out in the US, the fact that neither taxpayers nor enforcement 
authorities typically have clear standards for judging compliance with the arms’ length 
principle means that issues involving very large amounts – billions of dollars – of federal 
revenue are resolved in examination, settled in Appeals, resolved in negotiations under tax 
treaties with foreign governments, negotiated through advance pricing agreements, or settled 
by lawyers out-of-court after examination. In most cases, federal privacy law require that this 
decision-making occur outside of the public eye. The resolution of issues involving such large 
amounts of money, without the benefit of clearly discernible decision-making standards and 
public scrutiny, is not healthy for the tax system.20 

Michael Durst has also argued:21 

A second fundamental flaw in the arm’s-length system, which has become 
increasingly evident over the past decade, is that by treating different affiliates within 
the same group as if they were free-standing entities, the system respects the results 
of written contracts between those related entities. These contracts have no real 
economic effects, as the same shareholders stand on both sides of them, but they 
nevertheless are given effect under the arm’s-length standard. 

Thus, multinational groups generally have been free to enter into internal contracts 
that shift interests in valuable intangibles to tax haven countries in which taxpayers 
conduct little if any real business activity. 

There is growing concern amongst developing countries that Australia is a trading partner 
with that the OECD Guidelines on transfer pricing serve OECD member countries and do not 
address the concerns of developing countries.22 

China is Australia’s largest trading partner, making up the source of 24.6% of Australia’s 
exports and 19.9% of Australia’s two-way trading.23 While it has based its transfer pricing 
system on the OECD arm’s length principle, its tax authorities express concern at the 
difficulty of finding comparables due to the limited amount of Chinese listed companies and 
lack of information sharing mechanisms among different administration authorities and 
different regions. Further, there are difficulties in making reasonable adjustments between 
Chinese companies and comparables located overseas.24 Thus, Chinese tax authorities 

18 Reuven S. Avi-Yonah, ‘Between Formulary Apportionment and the OECD Guidelines: A Proposal 
for Reconciliation’, University of Michigan Law School, Paper 102, 2009.
19 Michael Durst, ‘The Two Worlds of Transfer Pricing Policymaking’, Tax Justice Network, 24 January 
2011. 
20 Reuven S. Avi-Yonah, ‘Between Formulary Apportionment and the OECD Guidelines: A Proposal 
for Reconciliation’, University of Michigan Law School, Paper 102, 2009.
21 Michael Durst, ‘It’s Not Just Academic: The OECD Should Reevaluate Transfer Pricing Laws’, Tax 
Analysts, 18 January 2010.
22 Anita Kapur, Director General of Income Tax (Administration), “Indian Transfer Pricing System”, 13 
May 2012, http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Anita_Kapur_1206_Helsinki_ppt.pdf
23 Australia Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, “Australia’s Trade in Goods and Services by Top 
Ten Partners, 2011”, 15 May 2012, http://www.dfat.gov.au/publications/tgs/Australias-goods-services
by-top-10-partners-2011.pdf.
24 Zhang Ying, State Administration of Taxation of People’s Republic of China, “China’s transfer 
pricing system”, 13 May 2012. 

http://www.dfat.gov.au/publications/tgs/Australias-goods-services
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Anita_Kapur_1206_Helsinki_ppt.pdf


    
  

 
   

  
 

 
    

 

 
 

    
   

  
   
 

 
    

     
 

 
 

 
    

 
 

 
 

 
    
    
    
    
    
    

 
  

 
 

  
  

    
  

 
                                                 

   
 

   
 

   
 

   
 

   
   

    
   

   
   

deviate from strict adherence to the OECD Guidelines and tend to analyse the profit of the 
tested party in the context of the whole supply chain. They seek to rationalise the 
appropriateness of allocations of Chinese companies’ profits in the whole supply chain of 
multinational enterprises, unaffected by their related position.25 Adjustments to company 
transactions are applied by the tax authorities to adjust for ‘special’ Chinese factors, such as 
location savings and market premiums. 

Chinese authorities are also concerned about the growing use of intangibles by foreign 
companies. For example, Chinese tax authorities note the increase in royalties paid from 
companies operating in China to foreign companies from US$6 billion in 2006 to US$14.7 
billion in 2011.26 

To address the problems faced in implementing the OECD Guidelines, Chinese tax 
authorities plan to make greater use of the profit split method or hybrid methods to test 
whether or not the result reflects the reasonable allocation of profit from the whole supply 
chain.27 There will also be greater emphasis on signing more Advance Pricing Agreements 
(APAs). 

The number of transfer pricing adjustments carried out by Chinese tax authorities in recent 
years is shown in Table 1. While the number of cases involved has remained relatively the 
same each year, the amount of transfer pricing adjustments collected have been dramatically 
increasing. 

Table 1. Chinese transfer pricing adjustments.28 

Year Number of transfer 
pricing adjustments 

Total adjustment
(RMB billions) 

Total adjustment
(A$ millions) 

2006 177 0.46 70 
2007 174 0.68 103 
2008 152 1.00 152 
2009 167 1.24 188 
2010 178 2.09 317 
2011 207 2.58 392 

Global Financial Integrity have calculated the losses to China from tax evasion are 
enormous. They have calculated trade misinvoicing-adjusted gross illicit outflows from China 
increased from US$172.6 billion in 2000 to US$602.9 billion in 2011. This is a 7.2% growth 
rate per annum, which is slightly below the 10.2% average annual growth rate of GDP over 
this period.29 In 2011, trade misinvoicing was calculated to be 5.9% of Chinese GDP.30 

Misinvoiced trade between Chinese companies and the US increased from an estimated 
US$48.8 billion in 2000 to US$59 billion in 2011.31 

25 Zhang Ying, State Administration of Taxation of People’s Republic of China, “China’s transfer
 
pricing system”, 13 May 2012.

26 Zhang Ying, State Administration of Taxation of People’s Republic of China, “China’s transfer
 
pricing system”, 13 May 2012.

27 Zhang Ying, State Administration of Taxation of People’s Republic of China, “China’s transfer
 
pricing system”, 13 May 2012.

28 Zhang Ying, State Administration of Taxation of People’s Republic of China, “China’s transfer
 
pricing system”, 13 May 2012.

29 Dev Kar and Sarah Freitas, “Illicit Financial Flows from China and the Role of Trade Misinvoicing”,
 
Global Financial Integrity, October 2012, p. 4.

30 Dev Kar and Sarah Freitas, “Illicit Financial Flows from China and the Role of Trade Misinvoicing”,
 
Global Financial Integrity, October 2012, p. 5.

31 Dev Kar and Sarah Freitas, “Illicit Financial Flows from China and the Role of Trade Misinvoicing”,
 
Global Financial Integrity, October 2012, p. iv.
 



  
             

      
    

 
  

    
 

  
 

 
  
 

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

  
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

      
      
      
      

 
  

 
   

      
  

 
  

   
      

 
   

 
   

 
 

  

                                                 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

    
   

 
    

   
 

     
         

  
   

   
 

India is Australia’s fourth largest designation of exports, making up 5.6% of all exports from 
Australia and 3.3% of all two way trade.32 India does not apply a hierarchy of transfer pricing 
methods under the OECD guidelines.33 So the transaction based methods do not take 
precedent over the profit splitting method contained within the OECD Guidelines. 

As shown in Table 2, India’s attempts to deal with transfer mispricing involve massive efforts 
with an ever growing number of adjustments needing to be applied to businesses. 

Table 2. Indian transfer pricing adjustments34 

Financial 
Year 

Number of 
transfer 
pricing
audits 
completed 

Number of 
cases 
involving 
adjustment 

% of cases 
involving 
adjustment 

Amount of 
adjustment 
(in INR 
billion) 

Amount of 
adjustment 
(in A$ 
billion) 

2008-2009 1726 670 39 61.4 1.1 
2009-2010 1830 813 44 109.1 1.9 
2010-2011 2301 1138 49 232.4 4.1 
2011-2012 2638 1343 52 445.3 7.8 

TJN is of the view that an alternative system of unitary taxation would bring the international 
system into closer alignment with economic reality, and hence greatly improve its 
effectiveness and legitimacy.35 There is particular concern that the arm’s length principle 
applies poorly to more modern types of businesses and that unitary taxation is a viable 
alternative to industries such as internet based businesses and multinational financial 
institutions.36 

4.2. An Alternative System 
The TJN-Aus believes the Australian Government should support the development of a new 
international norm to eventually replace the OECD arm’s length principle using combined 
reporting, with formulary apportionment and Unitary Taxation.37 This would prioritise the 
economic substance of a multinational and its transactions, instead of prioritising the legal 
form in which a multinational organises itself and its transactions. Australia is well placed to 
further consideration of such a new norm as the incoming chair of the G20 in 2014. 

Unitary taxation originated in the US over a century ago, as a response to the difficulties US 
states were having in taxing railroads. Over 20 states inside the US, notably California, have 

32 Australia Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, “Australia’s Trade in Goods and Services by Top 
Ten Partners, 2011”, 15 May 2012, http://www.dfat.gov.au/publications/tgs/Australias-goods-services
by-top-10-partners-2011.pdf.
33 Anita Kapur, Director General of Income Tax (Administration), “Indian Transfer Pricing System”, 13 
May 2012, http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Anita_Kapur_1206_Helsinki_ppt.pdf
34 Anita Kapur, Director General of Income Tax (Administration), “Indian Transfer Pricing System”, 13 
May 2012, http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Anita_Kapur_1206_Helsinki_ppt.pdf
35 Sol Picciotto, ‘Towards Unitary Taxation of Transnational Corporations’ Tax Justice Network, 10, 
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Towards_Unitary_Taxation_1-1.pdf Last viewed 11 
December 2012. 
36 Sol Picciotto, ‘Towards Unitary Taxation of Transnational Corporations’ Tax Justice Network, 16, 
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Towards_Unitary_Taxation_1-1.pdf Last viewed 11 
December 2012. 
37 Tax Justice Network, ‘Transfer Pricing’, http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/front_content.php?idcat=139; 
and The Hamilton Project, ‘Reforming Corporate Taxation in a Global Economy: A Proposal to Adopt 
Formulary Apportionment’, The Brookings Institute, Policy Brief No. 2007-08, June 2007 and Sol 
Picciotto, ‘Towards Unitary Taxation of Transnational Corporations’ Tax Justice Network, 
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Towards_Unitary_Taxation_1-1.pdf Last viewed 11 
December 2012. 

http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Towards_Unitary_Taxation_1-1.pdf
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Towards_Unitary_Taxation_1-1.pdf
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/front_content.php?idcat=139
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Towards_Unitary_Taxation_1-1.pdf
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Anita_Kapur_1206_Helsinki_ppt.pdf
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Anita_Kapur_1206_Helsinki_ppt.pdf
http://www.dfat.gov.au/publications/tgs/Australias-goods-services


     
    

   
    

 
  

        
   

 
   
 

 
  

  
 

       
 

 
  

   
    

 
 

   
       

  
  

          
   

 
     

 
 

    
 

         
  

  
  

  
 

                                                 
         

   
   

         
   

  
   

   
 

   
   

 

set up a system where they treat a corporate group as a unit, then the corporate group’s 
income is “apportioned” out to the different states according to an agreed formula. Then each 
state can apply its own state income tax rate to whatever portion of the overall unit’s income 
was apportioned to it. Such a formula allocates profits to a jurisdiction based upon real 
factors such as total third-party sales; total employment (either calculated by headcount or by 
salaries) and the value of physical assets actually located in each territory where the 
multinational operates. It has been suggested a formula based only on sales would be least 
subject to manipulation and the most simple to administer, as sales are far easier to observe 
and quantify than are production factors and income streams.38 The Tax Justice Network 
recognises there are technical and political complexities involved in designing such an 
“apportionment” formula. However, limited forms of unitary taxation have been shown to work 
well in practice. 

The aim of unitary taxation is to tax portions of a multinational company’s income without 
reference to how that enterprise is organised internally. Multinational companies would have 
far less need to set themselves up as highly complex, tax-driven multi-jurisdictional 
structures and are likely to simplify their corporate structures, creating efficiencies. The big 
losers are those consultants who derive substantial income from setting up and servicing 
complex tax-driven corporate structures. By using worldwide rather than origin-based 
income, formulary apportionment eliminates any need for geographic income and expenses 
accounting. In doing so, it largely eliminates the possibility of transfer price manipulation and 
several other tax avoidance techniques created by tax rate variation between geographic 
jurisdictions.39 

The solution of unitary taxation ‘fits the economic reality that TNCs are usually oligopolies 
based on distinctive or unique technology or know-how: they exist because of the 
advantages and synergies that come from combining economic activities on a large scale 
and in different locations. These advantages cannot be attributed to a single location, but to 
the whole global entity. Treating each affiliate as a separate entity for tax purposes is 
impractical and does not correspond to economic reality.’40 

TJN views unitary taxation as a superior model and in its most recent report states: 
‘Unitary taxation would greatly reduce opportunities for international tax 
avoidance due to profit-shifting and the use of tax havens. By simplifying 
tax administration, it would cut the costs of compliance for firms and would 
benefit poor developing countries especially.  TNCs also provide powerful 
political cover for many tax havens: by curbing their use unitary taxation 
would make it politically far easier to tackle tax havens on financial 
secrecy and many other issues. And by aligning tax rules more closely to 
economic reality it would improve the fairness and transparency of 
international tax and help create a level playing field for business.’41 

38 ‘Reforming Corporate Taxation in a Global Economy: A Proposal to Adopt Formulary
 
Apportionment’, The Hamilton Project, The Brookings Institute, Washington USA, Policy Brief No.
 
2007-08, June 2007, p. 4.

39 ‘Reforming Corporate Taxation in a Global Economy: A Proposal to Adopt Formulary
 
Apportionment’, The Hamilton Project, The Brookings Institute, Washington USA, Policy Brief No.
 
2007-08, June 2007, p. 3.

40 Sol Picciotto, ‘Towards Unitary Taxation of Transnational Corporations’ Tax Justice Network, 1,
 
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Towards_Unitary_Taxation_1-1.pdf Last viewed 11
 
December 2012.
 
41 Sol Picciotto, ‘Towards Unitary Taxation of Transnational Corporations’ Tax Justice Network, 1,
 
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Towards_Unitary_Taxation_1-1.pdf Last viewed 11
 
December 2012.
 

http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Towards_Unitary_Taxation_1-1.pdf
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Towards_Unitary_Taxation_1-1.pdf


   
   

   
  

           
   

   
     

        
   

 
      

    
 
 

 
 

 
  

  
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 
  

                                                 
   

   
 

         
   

  
 

   
 

TJN-Aus believes that unitary taxation is a superior model for taxing multinational entities. 
Despite some obvious transitional problems, TJN believes that the time is now right for 
reform.42 Hybrid versions of the arm’s length and unitary taxation system are possible as 
interim steps.43 TJN-Aus believes that managed transition through serious studies, the 
adoption of Unitary Taxation by groups of countries (eg, the EU) or the introduction of unitary 
taxation within the present system are all viable and attainable methods of bringing about a 
system which fits with economic reality and reduces the opportunity for tax avoidance 
through profit shifting.44 Further details on the case for a shift towards Unitary Taxation are 
outlined in the attached paper by Emeritus Professor Sol Picciotto from Lancaster University, 
produced for the Tax Justice Network. 

The TJN-Aus again thanks the Treasury for the opportunity to make a submission on the 
Exposure Draft of the Tax Laws Amendment (Cross-Border Transfer Pricing) Bill 2013. 

Professor Kerrie Sadiq Dr Mark Zirnsak 
School of Accountancy Secretariat 
QUT Business School Tax Justice Network Australia 
Queensland University of Technology c/- 130 Little Collins Street 
Email: kerrie.sadiq@qut.edu.au Melbourne, Victoria, 3000 

Phone: (03) 9251 5265 
E-mail: mark.zirnsak@victas.uca.org.au 

42 Sol Picciotto, ‘Towards Unitary Taxation of Transnational Corporations’ Tax Justice Network, 1,
 
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Towards_Unitary_Taxation_1-1.pdf Last viewed 11
 
December 2012.
 
43 Reuven S. Avi-Yonah, ‘Between Formulary Apportionment and the OECD Guidelines: A Proposal
 
for Reconciliation’, University of Michigan Law School, Paper 102, 2009.

44For a discussion on these options see Sol Picciotto, ‘Towards Unitary Taxation of Transnational
 
Corporations’ Tax Justice Network, 14-16, 
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Towards_Unitary_Taxation_1-1.pdf Last viewed 11 
December 2012. 

mailto:kerrie.sadiq@qut.edu.au
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Towards_Unitary_Taxation_1-1.pdf
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Towards_Unitary_Taxation_1-1.pdf
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TOWARDS UNITARY TAXATION OF 

TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS
 

Sol Picciotto1 

Overview 
The problem 
It has become clear that we need to take a fresh look at 
how transnational corporations (TNCs) are taxed.This 
paper, building on long experience and analysis of the actual 
practice of tax administrations around the world, proposes 
a thorough reform of the system towards a fresh approach: 
Unitary Taxation.This would help place the international tax 
DJDE6>�@?�2�7@F?52E:@?�QE�7@C�E96��DE�46?EFCJ 

Currently, multinationals are taxed under an international 
system whose basic structures were devised a century ago. 
Under unitary taxation, they would be taxed not according 
to the legal forms that their tax advisers create for them, as 
is currently the case, but according to the genuine economic 
substance of what they do and where they do it.This would 
be far more legitimate and simpler to implement than the 
current system. 

The present international tax system treats TNCs as if 
they were loose collections of separate entities operating 
in different countries.There is currently only weak co-
ordination between tax authorities, and this ‘separate entity’ 
2AAC@249�8:G6D�+&�D�EC6>6?5@FD�D4@A6�E@�D9:7E�AC@QED� 
around the globe to suit their tax affairs. 

This tax avoidance mainly involves two related methods. 
First,TNCs create subsidiary companies or entities in 
convenient countries, usually those with no or low income 
tax (tax havens), either to carry out activities (such as 
Q?2?4:2=�EC2?D24E:@?D��EC2?DA@CE��AC@G:5:?8�25G:46�@C�@E96C� 
services); or to act as “holding companies” to own assets 
such as intellectual property rights, bonds, or shares. By 
2EEC:3FE:?8�AC@QED�E@�E96>��E96�8C@FAPD�@G6C2==�E2I6D�42?� 
be reduced, even though they often exist only on paper, 
A6C92AD�H:E9�2�?2>6�A=2E6�@?�2?�@7Q46�3F:=5:?8	� 

Second, a TNC can adjust the prices of transfers between 
>6>36CD�@7�E96�+&��8C@FA��E@�D9:7E�AC@QED�7C@>�9:89�E2I�E@� 
low-tax countries.This is known as `transfer pricing’.2 

A solution 
Unitary Taxation directly addresses both problems. It does 
not allow the TNC to be taxed as if it were collection 
of separate entities in different jurisdictions, but instead 
EC62ED�2�+&��6?82865�:?�2�F?:Q65�3FD:?6DD�2D�2�D:?8=6�6?E:EJ�� 
requiring it to submit a single set of worldwide consolidated 
accounts in each country where it has a business presence, 
E96?�2AA@CE:@?:?8�E96�@G6C2==�8=@32=�AC@QE�E@�E96�G2C:@FD� 
4@F?EC:6D�244@C5:?8�E@�2�H6:89E65�7@C>F=2�C6R64E:?8�:ED� 
genuine economic presence in each country. Each country 
involved sees the combined report and can then tax its 
A@CE:@?�@7�E96�8=@32=�AC@QED�2E�:ED�@H?�C2E6 

+9:D�QED�E96�64@?@>:4�C62=:EJ�E92E�+&�D�2C6�FDF2==J� 
oligopolies based on distinctive or unique technology 
or know-how: they exist because of the advantages and 
synergies that come from combining economic activities 
on a large scale and in different locations.These advantages 
cannot be attributed to a single location, but to the whole 
8=@32=�6?E:EJ�+C62E:?8�6249�27Q=:2E6�2D�2�D6A2C2E6�6?E:EJ�7@C� 
tax purposes is impractical and does not correspond to 
economic reality. 

Unitary taxation would greatly reduce opportunities for 
:?E6C?2E:@?2=�E2I�2G@:52?46�5F6�E@�AC@QE�D9:7E:?8�2?5�E96� 
use of tax havens. By simplifying tax administration, it 
H@F=5�4FE�E96�4@DED�@7�4@>A=:2?46�7@C�QC>D�2?5�H@F=5� 
36?6QE�A@@C�56G6=@A:?8�4@F?EC:6D�6DA64:2==J�+&�D�2=D@� 
provide powerful political cover for many tax havens: 
by curbing their use unitary taxation would make it 
A@=:E:42==J�72C�62D:6C�E@�E24<=6�E2I�92G6?D�@?�Q?2?4:2=� 
secrecy and many other issues.And by aligning tax rules 
more closely to economic reality it would improve the 
fairness and transparency of international tax and help 
4C62E6�2�=6G6=�A=2J:?8�Q6=5�7@C�3FD:?6DD	� 

Tax experts have long known that this unitary approach 
>2<6D�>@C6�D6?D6 ��G6?�:?�E96�����D�H96?�E96�MD6A2C2E6� 
6?E:EJN�2AAC@249�H2D�QCDE�28C665�:?E6C?2E:@?2==J�E@�562=� 
with transfer pricing it was recognised that in practice 
?2E:@?2=�2FE9@C:E:6D�D9@F=5�=@@<�2E�E96�QC>PD�@G6C2==� 
244@F?ED�:?�@C56C�E@�6?DFC6�2�72:C�DA=:E�@7�E96�E@E2=�AC@QED� 
2EEC:3FE65�E@�27Q=:2E6D	�+649?:BF6D�:?4C62D:?8=J�FD65�D:?46� 
E96�����D�2=C625J�8@�2�=@?8�H2J�E@H2C5D�F?:E2CJ�E2I2E:@?�3 

indeed some jurisdictions – notably a rising number of U.S. 
states – already successfully implement it, and the European 
Union has prepared proposals for adopting it.4 

With increased globalisation in recent years there has 
been a trend towards a more`territorial’ basis for taxing 
TNCs, as states which are their `home’ countries are 
8:G:?8�FA�E96:C�4=2:>D�E@�E2I�E96:C�7@C6:8?�AC@QED	�,?:E2CJ� 
taxation would place this on a sounder foundation, 
as TNCs would be taxed according to their genuine 
economic presence in the countries where they operate. 
This would ensure that they make a fair contribution as 
corporate citizens towards the costs of the public 
services provided by the states where they do business. 

The path to reform 
The time is now right for reform.To get there, some 
problems will need to be overcome, but they are by no 
means insurmountable.Although many experts do oppose 
unitary taxation, typically this is for reasons that do not 
withstand serious scrutiny, and which are largely due to 
vested interests in the present system. 

This paper proposes a managed transition to unitary 
taxation, building on existing methods and prior 
experience.Although the history and details of the 
present system are complex, the fundamentals can easily 
be understood in a common sense way by political 
representatives, campaigners and others, especially in 
light of all the evidence that General Electric, Starbucks, 
Amazon, Google and many other TNCs have been able 
E@�2G@:5�E2I6D�2?5�82:?�D:8?:Q42?E�4@>A6E:E:G6�25G2?E286D� 
as a result. 

Complemented by a requirement for country-by-country 
reporting of the taxes actually paid, unitary taxation 
would be a giant step towards setting the international 
tax system on a basis of transparency and effectiveness, 
and hence restoring the legitimacy of tax in all countries. 
The path to reform must be prepared now. 

1	 Emeritus Professor, Lancaster 
University, Senior Adviser,Tax 
Justice Network, and author of 
International Business Taxation 
(1992), and Regulating Global 
Corporate Capitalism (2011). 
I am grateful for comments 
from Michael Durst,Ted van 
Hees, David Spencer and 
especially Nicholas Shaxson, 
Michael McIntyre and Richard 
Murphy; the responsibility for 
the paper remains mine. 

2	 It is not always easy to judge 
whether the aim of transfer 
pricing is tax avoidance. 
The prices set between 
related entities within the 
TNC are generally decided 
administratively and not 
competitively, so the prices 
3'?�'295�8+E+):�<'8/5;9�454� 
tax strategic concerns of the 
TNC such as management 
incentives, or currency 
exposures. 

3	 Since the 1990s, tax 
authorities have increasingly 
;9+*��95�)'22+*�A:8'49'):/54'2� 
685D:B�3+:.5*9��9++��5>� 
2,), which are already a 
9/-4/D)'4:�9:+6�:5='8*9�685D:� 
apportionment, a component 
of unitary taxation. 

4	 Common Consolidated 
�58658':+�#'>��'9+��58� 
���#�� 
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5	 This paper uses the term 
unitary taxation to refer to 
the taxation of a multinational 
D83�'9�'�9/4-2+�+4:/:?��#./9�.'9� 
two elements: a combined 
report including its worldwide 
consolidated accounts, and an 
apportionment according to a 
,583;2'�5,�/:9�685D:9��(?�'4*�:5� 
each country where it operates. 
Historically, the terms fractional 
or formulary apportionment 
have also been used, but the 
:+83�685D:�'6658:/543+4:��'9� 
used by commentators such 
as John Kay, seems clearer. 
However, it is used here to 
describe any approach which 
'225)':+9�685D:�(?�685658:/54� 
or by formula, while unitary 
taxation also requires a 
worldwide combined report. 

6	 The concept of a combined 
report comes from US state 
measures: it includes submission 
of consolidated accounts for 
the unitary group (see further s. 
2.1 below). 

7	 The test adopted was `the net 
business income which it might 
be expected to derive if it were 
an independent enterprise 
engaged in the same or similar 
activities under the same or 
similar conditions’. 

8 It could be applied either (i) 
by modifying the terms of 
transactions between the 
parts of a TNC, or (ii) by 
adjusting the accounts based on 
)536'8/9549�=/:.�:.+�685D:9� 
3'*+�(?�25)'2�D839�=/:.�9/3/2'8� 
business, or (iii) considering the 
685658:/54�5,�685D:9�*+)2'8+*� 
locally in relation to those of 
the TNC as a whole.These 
three methods were authorised 
to be applied to branches of 
the same company; if the TNC 
operated through separately 
incorporated subsidiary 
)536'4/+9��',D2/':+9���'))5;4:9� 
could be adjusted to correct a 
&*/<+89/54C�5,�685D:�� /))/5::5� 
	��
���	�
� 

9	 For a brief account of unitary 
taxation by U.S. states, see 
Unitary Method Curbs Tax 
Shenanigans:An Alternative 
:5��839��+4-:.�(?��54':.'4� 
Rowe, written in 1980, when 
unitary was starting to spread 
more widely 

Introduction 
+96�:?E6C?2E:@?2=�E2I�DJDE6>�H2D�56G:D65�:?�E96�62C=J��E9� 
century when TNCs were in their infancy.The system not 
kept up with profound changes in the global economy 
since then. 

Taxes are national, and international tax co-ordination 
happens through various legal and administrative 
arrangements managed by tax specialists.TNCs’ 
operations, however, are internationally dispersed but 
centrally coordinated.At the heart of the problems of 
taxing TNCs is a mismatch between their power to 
organise their global affairs to minimise their tax liabilities, 
on the one hand, and the weak international coordination 
of tax, on the other. 

From the outset it was recognised that TNCs posed 
special problems.Although a TNC in economic terms 
:D�2�D:?8=6�QC>�@A6C2E:?8�F?56C�F?:Q65�5:C64E:@?��=682==J� 
:E�4@?D:DED�@7�>2?J��D@>6E:>6D�E9@FD2?5D��@7�27Q=:2E6D� 
forming a corporate group. Cross-border transfers (of 
8@@5D��D6CG:46D�@C�Q?2?46��36EH66?�E96D6�27Q=:2E6D�2C6� 
:?E6C?2=�E@�E96�QC>�3FE�7C@>�E96�G:6HA@:?E�@7�DE2E6D�E96J� 
appear as international transactions of trade or investment. 

The formal legal structures of international tax 
coordination are tax treaties between states (see Box 
1 below), which treat TNCs as a special case.Traditional 
provisions in treaties take the ‘separate entity’ approach 
to TNCs described in the Overview, treating them as if 
their component parts trade with each other at market-
based `arm’s length’ prices.As the historical section below 
6IA=2:?D��6G6?�H96?�E96�O2C>PD�=6?8E9P�AC:?4:A=6�H2D�QCDE� 
56G:D65�:E�H2D�F?56CDE@@5�E@�36�2�Q4E:@?��D:?46�+&�DP� 
unique products and services, and their global synergies 
and advantages, mean that open market independent 
prices for their internal transfers could not be determined 
– because no true comparable transfers existed anywhere 
else. 

Many specialists who constructed and have worked with 
the system have understood that the separate-enterprise 
arm’s-length approach was unsatisfactory.As TNCs became 
>@C6�5@>:?2?E�:?�E96�D64@?5�92=7�@7�E96��E9�46?EFCJ�� 
E96D6�5:7Q4F=E:6D�42>6�E@�E96�7@C6�2D�+&�D�:?4C62D:?8=J� 
FD65�27Q=:2E6D�2CE:Q4:2==J�4C62E65�:?�E2I�92G6?D�E@�4FC3� 
their tax liabilities. Increasingly diverse and complex rules 
have been elaborated to patch up the system, which has 
consequently become ever more arbitrary and opaque. 

Many argue that a fresh approach is needed for taxing 
TNCs, starting from a recognition that they operate 
as integrated businesses under central direction. 
This approach is known as Unitary Taxation with 
7@C>F=2�2AA@CE:@?>6?E��2�36EE6C�E6C>�E6C>�:D�AC@QE� 
apportionment).5 It assesses a TNC’s tax liability on the 
basis of a set of consolidated accounts for its worldwide 
24E:G:E:6D��2?5�2AA@CE:@?D�E96�AC@QED�244@C5:?8�E@�2?� 
28C665�7@C>F=2�H9:49�C6R64ED�:ED�C62=�3FD:?6DD�AC6D6?46�:?� 
each country. 

The sections below explain the origins and basic principles 
of the present system and problems with it. Next, unitary 
taxation is discussed, describing how it would deal with 
both transfer pricing and tax avoidance through tax 
havens while also reducing harmful ‘competition’ between 
jurisdictions to offer tax exemptions and other advantages. 
Finally, it considers a pathway of practical steps for moving 
towards a unitary system. 

A transition should involve three elements. First, there 
should be expert studies exploring the economic and 
=682=�2DA64ED�@7�E96�492?86 �&@�@7Q4:2=�:?E6C?2E:@?2=�E2I� 
organisation has conducted a serious study since 1935 
of whether the unitary approach would provide a better 
basis than the ALP. Second, a unitary approach could be 
adopted by groups of countries such as within the EU, 
or regional groups such as MERCOSUR, the East African 
Community or ASEAN.Third, countries could immediately 
require the submission of a combined report by any 
TNC with a business presence within their jurisdiction.6 

The information so provided could be used to improve 
6I:DE:?8�EC2?D76C�AC:4:?8�>6E9@5D��@C�E@�DFAA@CE�AC@QE� 
2AA@CE:@?>6?E�:?�DA64:Q4�D64E@CD�DF49�2D�Q?2?4:2=�D6CG:46D	� 
A combined report – which in itself is simply a transparency 
requirement – would provide a true overall view of the 
QC>��96=A:?8�6=:>:?2E6�AC@QE�D9:7E:?8�3J�EC2?D76C�AC:4:?8�2?5� 
the use of tax havens. 

Some obstacles lie on the path to reform. Specialists who 
have invested in the present system are understandably 
reluctant to change to one they regard as untried, and 
H9:49�H@F=5�36�A@=:E:42==J�5:7Q4F=E�E@�28C66�FA@?	�!?� 
addition, the complexity of the current system is highly 
lucrative for the large tax advice and tax avoidance industry 
:?4=F5:?8�E96��:8��@FC�244@F?E:?8�QC>D��2?5�E96J�?2EFC2==J� 
prefer to keep what they have.While TNCs themselves 
suffer disadvantages from the complexity and frequent 
arbitrariness of the present system, which obliges them 
to spend large sums on tax `planning’ advice, these are 
outweighed by the advantages they gain from reducing their 
E2I6D��H9:49�8:G6D�E96>�D:8?:Q42?E�4@>A6E:E:G6�25G2?E286D� 
over their purely local competitors. 

Others cite problems with unitary taxation itself as a 
reason not to act. However, this paper demonstrates that 
while unitary taxation is not straightforward to implement, 
it represents a vast improvement on the current system – 
and there are clear pathways to reform. 

What is needed now is political will to begin the change. 

1. HOW WE GOT HERE 
1.1 Brief Historical Summary 
The foundations for the current international tax system 
H6C6�=2:5�62C=J�:?�E96��E9�46?EFCJ��H96?�>@DE�:?E6C?2E:@?2=� 
:?G6DE>6?E�R@HD�4@?D:DE65�@7�AC:G2E6�2?5�AF3=:4�=@2?D	� 
TNCs were in their infancy, but experts already understood 
that they posed special problems. 

It was agreed that national taxes should apply to the 
3FD:?6DD�AC@QED�@7�E9@D6�A2CED�@7�2�QC>�@A6C2E:?8�:?�6249� 
jurisdiction, but that tax administrations could take steps 
E@�AC6G6?E�5:G6CD:@?�@7�AC@QED	�+96�2:>�H2D�E@�6?DFC6�E92E� 
each part of a TNC was treated in the same way as purely 
local businesses, although they happened to have foreign 
investors.This was supposed to be achieved by treating 
each component part of a TNC as if it were a separate 
business operating independently of the other parts, at 
arm’s length in the market.7 This crystallised into the 
“separate-entity” approach and the arm’s length principle 
(ALP) mentioned above.8 

Experts already saw the limitations of this approach and 
3J�E96�����D�F?:E2CJ�E2I2E:@?�H2D�2=C625J�36:?8�2AA=:65�� 
especially within domestic federal systems, particularly 
in the United States.The most notable adherent was 
California, which used the system to prevent (for example) 
 @==JH@@5�Q=>�4@>A2?:6D�7C@>�D:A9@?:?8�AC@QED�E9C@F89� 
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However, the national experts felt it could not be adopted 
:?E6C?2E:@?2==J�5F6�E@�E96�A@=:E:42=�5:7Q4F=E:6D�@7�C6249:?8� 
28C66>6?E	�!?�E96�����D��:?5665��, 	*	�DE2E6D�DF49�2D� 
California were forced to restrict their system, by a strong 
campaign especially by British businesses led by Barclays 
Bank, which took a case against California all the way to the 
Supreme Court (Barclays v. FTB 1994). 

By the second half of the century TNCs became more 
dominant in the world economy and increasingly exploited 
loopholes in the loosely coordinated international tax 
system. 

In 1962 the United States took new countermeasures 
against the use of tax havens with its rules against what 
came to be called Controlled Foreign Corporations (CFCs). 
+96D6�6?23=65�E96�,?:E65�*E2E6D�E@�E2I�E96�AC@QED�@7� 
27Q=:2E6D�32D65�:?�E2I�92G6?D�2D�:7�E96J�36=@?8�E@�E96�A2C6?E� 
company, in effect disregarding that they are separate 
entities.This approach of ‘merging’ entities for tax purposes 
directly contradicts the ‘separate entity’ approach, but it is 
=:>:E65�E@�DEC:4E=J�56Q?65�4:C4F>DE2?46D��D66��@I��36=@H�	� 
Other OECD states followed suit, but with increased 
globalisation in recent years CFC rules have become more 
5:7Q4F=E�E@�2AA=J 

In 1968 the U.S. also decided to begin stricter examination 
of transfer pricing, and to do so introduced detailed transfer 
pricing rules elaborating how to determine the prices of 
cross-border transactions between separate entities inside a 
>F=E:?2E:@?2=	�+96�CF=6D�DA64:Q65�E92E�H96C6G6C�A@DD:3=6�E96� 
J2C5DE:4<�7@C�D6EE:?8�E96�AC:46D�@7�EC2?D24E:@?D�H2D�E@�Q?5� 

D:>:=2C�EC2?D24E:@?D�36EH66?�F?C6=2E65�QC>D��@C�1comparable 
uncontrolled prices’ (CUP).This helped cement into place 
the separate entity concept and the ALP. However, as a fall-
back where comparables were not available, they did allow 
6DE:>2E:@?�@7�E96�24EF2=�AC@QE�@?�E96�32D:D�@7�AC@QE�C2E6D� 
7@C�D:>:=2C�QC>D��6:E96C�7@C�2�A2EE6C?�@7�EC2?D24E:@?D�@C�7@C� 
E96�@G6C2==�AC@QE��1AC@QE�DA=:EP��D66��@I���	� 

The OECD adopted much of this U.S. approach in a report 
in 1979, even as studies in the U.S. were revealing that the 
rules did not work.The U.S. revised its approach in 1988, 
and after long negotiations in the OECD additional fall-back 
methods were accepted (see Box 3), but only by claiming 
that they were supposedly variations of the separate entity, 
arm’s length approach. 

Tax authorities became increasingly wedded to the ALP, 
as did professional advisors of the tax avoidance and 
compliance industry, which became ever more heavily 
invested in the complex system and derived increasingly 
=2C86�766D�7C@>�:E	� 6?46��QC>�DE2E6>6?ED�6I4=F5:?8�E96� 
unitary approach were included in the OECD Transfer 
Pricing Guidelines, even while they increasingly accepted 
AC@QE�DA=:E�>6E9@5D��D66��@I����H9:49�8@�2�=@?8�H2J� 
towards unitary taxation. 

Developing countries are now adopting and applying their 
own transfer pricing rules, even though only the largest 
– such as Brazil, India and China – have the capacity even 
to attempt to administer them.They pay lip service to 
the OECD Guidelines but these authorise a wide range 
of methods, and the approaches adopted by different tax 
administrations are in practice very diverse and often 

BOX 1: Tax Treaties in the International Tax System 

Countries sign bilateral treaties for the avoidance of international 
“double taxation” (that is, getting taxed on the same income 
EH:46��3J�EH@�4@F?EC:6D��2?5�E@�AC6G6?E�QD42=�6G2D:@?	 �+96D6�2C6� 
usually referred to as double tax treaties (DTTs) and they are 
32D65�@?�EC62EJ�1>@56=DP	 �+96�QCDE�>@56=��++D�H6C6�5C2H?� 
up at a League of Nations conference in 1928, which set up a 
Fiscal Committee.This Committee continued to meet during the 
Second World War in the western hemisphere, and issued a new 
>@56=�EC62EJ�:?�%6I:4@�:?�������:?RF6?465�3J�$2E:?��>6C:42?� 
capital-importing countries, which tended to favour taxation at 
“source” (that is, where the income is generated), as opposed 
to “residence” (which refers to the home jurisdiction of the 
TNC.) A subsequent model issued in London in 1946 shifted 
towards residence taxation.The League of Nations’ work was 
taken up by the United Nations under a Financial and Fiscal 
Commission, but it quickly became deadlocked by east-west and 
north-south splits, and ceased to meet after 1954. In 1956 a Fiscal 
Committee was set up under the Organisation for European 
Economic Cooperation (which administered the Marshall Plan), 
renamed in 1961 the Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD), and allowing its expansion to other 
parts of the world.The Committee on Fiscal Affairs is now part 
of the OECD’s broader tax work, and consists of member state 
representatives, serviced by a large staff (the numbers are not 
publicly available). 

In 1967 the UN Secretary-General set up an Ad Hoc Group 
of Experts on International Cooperation in Tax Matters, which 

focused on adapting the OECD model DTT to the needs of 
developing countries, in a UN model. It was slightly upgraded 
E@�2��@>>:EE66�@7��IA6CED�:?������E9@F89�:E�DE:==�92D�>:?:>2=� 
resources (only 1.5 professional staff), especially compared 
to the OECD, which in practice dominates the system.The 
OECD continues to try to marginalise the UN, by opposing any 
upgrading of or additional resources for the UN Committee, and 
4@?Q?:?8�:ED�H@C<�E@�E96�>@56=�EC62EJ��H9:49�:E�:?D:DED�D9@F=5� 
36�32D65�@?�E96�'����>@56=�H:E9�@?=J�>:?@C�>@5:Q42E:@?D	 � 
It has also admitted Observer states to the work of the Fiscal 
�@>>:EE66��2?5�6DE23=:D965�2��=@32=��@CF>�:?������:?:E:2==J� 
described as a Global Forum on Taxation, and then as the Global 
Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax 
Purposes, which includes tax haven states. 

Tax treaties provide the skeleton of the international tax system, 
H9:=6�R6D9�:D�AFE�@?�E96D6�3@?6D�3J�E96��@>>6?E2C:6D�E@�E96� 
Model Treaties, which are considered authoritative guides to 
their interpretation.The OECD in particular has also issued a 
?F>36C�@7�C6A@CED�5:D4FDD:?8�DA64:Q4�:DDF6D	 �+96�+C2?D76C�(C:4:?8� 
Guidelines, which began as a Report in 1979, are not part of 
the Commentaries, but are considered authoritative.They may 
be incorporated into national laws and subsidiary legislation. 
The sinews of the international tax system are the experts, who 
form a specialist community with its own knowledge, language 
and culture, formed and strengthened through the activities of 
organisations such as the International Fiscal Association and 
through contacts in professional practice. 

TOWARDS UNITARY TAXATION OF TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS 3 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

	

 

 

	

 

       

	

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
   

 

 

 

��� "++��5>�	�(+25=��#.+�3'/4� 
model tax treaties, starting with 
:.+�D89:�54+9�5,�	�
���.'<+� 
been helpfully made available 
by Prof. Michael McIntyre, at 
http://faculty.law.wayne.edu/ 
tad/treaties-historical.html. 
Additional very useful historical 
documentation has been 
provided by Prof. Richard Vann 
at http://setis.library.usyd. 
edu.au/oztexts/parsons. 
html. 

11 For more detailed discussion, 
and citation of sources, see 
Picciotto 1992, especially pp. 
���� 

12 The host country cannot tax 
income earned within the 
country unless it is attributable 
:5�'� ���95�/:9�*+D4/:/54�.'9� 
been a source of disagreement 
(+:=++4�8/).+8�)'6/:'2� 
exporting countries, which 
are generally the home of 
#��9��'4*�:.+�6558+8�)'6/:'2� 
importing countries, which are 
the host states.The PE concept 
requires a physical presence 
which is more than temporary: 
)'6/:'2�/3658:/4-�)5;4:8/+9� 
68+,+8�'�9.58:+8�:/3+�6+8/5*� 
,58�*+D4/4-�6+83'4+4)+��:.8++� 
or six rather than twelve 
months), and prefer to include 
e.g. building sites and oil rigs. 
The PE concept has become 
increasingly inappropriate with 
the growth of services and 
+�)533+8)+��'4*�'�9./,:�:5� 
unitary taxation should also 
entail its replacement with a 
(85'*+8�*+D4/:/54�5,�=.':� 
constitutes doing business 
within a country (see section 
2.4.3 below). 

13 The full study consisted of 
D<+�<52;3+9��:.+�D89:�:.8++� 
containing reports from 27 
states (I: France, Germany, 
Spain, the United Kingdom 
and the United States of 
�3+8/)'�������;9:8/'���+2-/;3�� 
Czechoslovakia, Free City of 
Danzig, Greece, Hungary, Italy, 
Latvia, Luxemburg, Netherlands, 
Roumania and Switzerland; 
������8/:/9.��4*/'���'4'*'���'6'4�� 
Mexico, Netherlands East 
Indies, Union of South Africa, 
states of Massachusetts, of 
New York and of Wisconsin); 
the fourth was Carroll’s own 
report (Carroll 1933), and 
:.+�D,:.�(?�'�$"�'))5;4:/4-� 
professor Ralph C. Jones 
Allocation accounting for the 
taxable income of industrial 
enterprises. 

contradictory.TNCs are likely to become increasingly 
6>3C@:=65�:?�4@?R:4ED�@G6C�5:G6C86?E�CF=6D��H9:49�42?� 
only be dealt with by slow, discretionary and secretive 
international administrative procedures between tax 
authorities. 

The European Commission has, after over a decade of 
careful work and consultation, published a proposal for 
a unitary system known as the Common Consolidated 
�@CA@C2E6�+2I��2D6�����+��	��=E9@F89�:E�92D�D:8?:Q42?E� 
R2HD��A2CE:4F=2C=J�36:?8�C6DEC:4E65�E@�E96�A2CED�@7�+&�� 
groups within the EU (and hence failing to deal with 
6IE6C?2=�E2I�92G6?D���:E�C6AC6D6?ED�E96�QCDE�7@C>2=� 
international proposal for a unitary tax system. 

The remainder of Section 1 explores this historical 
evolution in some detail. 

1.2 Tax Treaties and International 
Tax Coordination 
The formal legal structures of international tax 
coordination are the double tax treaties (DTTs), which 
date back to 1928.�� 

At that time, most businesses and corporations were 
?2E:@?2=��2?5�:?E6C?2E:@?2=�64@?@>:4�R@HD�>2:?=J� 
consisted of trade and portfolio investment.This involves 
lending, by banks and by investors in bonds or shares, 
to business ventures abroad, and is very different from 
foreign direct investment (FDI), in which the investor 
controls the foreign business.This generally takes place 
through companies based in one country which set up 
or take over businesses in other countries, and hence are 
referred to as transnational corporations, or TNCs. 

�=E9@F89�>@DE�:?E6C?2E:@?2=�Q?2?4:2=�R@HD�367@C6������ 
were of portfolio investment, foreign direct investment 
by TNCs had grown since the late 19th century.Along 
with many mining and other raw materials extraction 
ventures, some manufacturing companies became 
transnational. One early example was the Singer Sewing 
Machine company based in the USA, which in 1867 set 
up a plant in Scotland. 

1.3 The Origins of the Tax Treaty 
Principles11 

The model tax treaty aimed to allocate the right to 
tax income from international activities between the 
`home’ state (from which the exports or investments 
originated) and the `host’ or recipient state. In relation 
to international lending, capital-exporting countries 
2C8F65�E92E��H9:=6�E96�9@DE�DE2E6�4@F=5�E2I�E96�AC@QED�@7� 
the actual business, payments to a foreign investor (e.g. 
of interest or dividends) should be taxed by the home 
state, as part of the income of the investor, resident in 
that state. 

Provisions were included also to deal with the special 
case of foreign direct investment through TNCs. If the 
TNC operated in a host state through a separately 
incorporated subsidiary company or other legal entity, 
the subsidiary should be treated as a separate enterprise. 
+9:D�>62?E�E92E�E96�3FD:?6DD�AC@QED�@7�E96�DF3D:5:2CJ� 
itself should be taxed by the host state.Where a 
4@>A2?J�@A6C2E65�23C@25�E9C@F89�2?�@7Q46�@C�3C2?49� 
which was not separately incorporated, the model treaty 
used the concept of the `Permanent Establishment’ 
(PE).12�+96�9@DE�DE2E6�H2D�2==@H65�2=D@�E@�E2I�AC@QED� 
attributable to a PE.The parent company could be 
treated as an investor, so payments to it (dividends, 

interest, fees or royalties) could be taxed by the home 
state, like returns on portfolio investment. However, 
this might require negotiations with the host state to 
ensure that it did not also apply withholding taxes at 
source to such payments. 

Nevertheless, national tax authorities were very 
aware of the problem of `diversion’ of income by 
TNCs, which could take advantage of their centralised 
564:D:@?�>2<:?8�E@�D9:7E�AC@QED�E@�=@H6C�E2I�DE2E6D�:?� 
order to reduce their overall taxes payable.This called 
for special rules.The various methods which were used 
to deal with the special case of TNCs were examined 
by a study for the League of Nations Fiscal Committee 
in 1932-33, coordinated by a US lawyer, Mitchell B. 
Carroll.13 

Carroll found that in the case of a branch or subsidiary 
of a TNC, most national tax authorities tried as far as 
possible to assess the income of the local entity on the 
basis of its own accounts. However, they generally also 
insisted on checking whether such accounts were a 
ECF6�C6R64E:@?�@7�E96�6?E:EJPD�24E:G:E:6D	�+9:D�G6C:Q42E:@?� 
usually relied on comparing the accounts with those of 
D:>:=2C�3FE�:?56A6?56?E�=@42=�QC>D��2D�H6==�2D�6I2>:?:?8� 
the accounts of the parent or related business to 
ascertain the breakdown of income and costs with the 
27Q=:2E6 

If these methods proved inadequate, they fell back 
on what the report described as `empirical methods’. 
+9:D�6?E2:=65�2DDF>:?8�E92E�E96�=@42=�27Q=:2E6�>256� 
E96�D2>6�A6C46?E286�AC@QE�2D�E96�6?E6CAC:D6�2D�2� 
whole, or as others in a similar line of business, and 
2DD6DD:?8�:ED�E2I23=6�AC@QE�3J�2AA=J:?8�E9:D�A6C46?E286� 
either to its turnover, or to some other factor such as 
capital employed.The UK report to Carroll’s inquiry 
estimated that in some 55% of cases an assessment 
4@F=5�36�5@?6�@?�E96�32D:D�@7�E96�27Q=:2E6PD�@H?� 
accounts, although with careful checks on the pricing 
of internal transfers, and often with adjustments 
?68@E:2E65�H:E9�E96�E2IA2J6C�!?�2�7FCE96C����@7�42D6D�� 
a percentage of turnover would be used, and in the 
Q?2=����2�A6C46?E286�@7�2?@E96C�724E@C��6 	8	�2DD6ED� 
for banks, train-mileage for railways).The UK report 
stressed that the `fact that the revenue authorities 
92G6�E96�2=E6C?2E:G6�@7�32D:?8�AC@QED�@?�2�A6C46?E286� 
of turnover prevents the taxpayer taking up an 
unreasonable attitude’ (League of Nations 1932, p. 191). 

Carroll also reported that some systems used an 
alternative method, which he described as fractional 
apportionment. In particular the report from Spain 
DE2E65�E92E�:E�925�:?�����232?5@?65�2DD6DD>6?E�@?� 
the basis of the accounts of the local entity, since many 
branches of foreign companies showed little or no 
AC@QE	�!E�2C8F65�DEC@?8=J�E92E�E96�@?=J�H2J�E@�6?DFC6� 
E92E�?@�6?E6CAC:D6�H@F=5�36�E2I65�2E�>@C6�E92?������ 
@7�:ED�E@E2=�AC@QED�H2D�E@�DE2CE�7C@>�E96�244@F?ED�@7�E96� 
QC>�2D�2�H9@=6 �,?56C�E96�*A2?:D9�DJDE6>�2?J�3C2?49� 
@C�27Q=:2E6�7@C>:?8�2�F?:EJ�H:E9�2�7@C6:8?�4@>A2?J� 
was assessed on the basis of a proportion of the 
F?:E2CJ�QC>PD�E@E2=�AC@QED	�+96�2AAC@AC:2E6�2==@42E:@?� 
A6C46?E286�H2D�QI65�7@C�6249�QC>�3J�2�4@>>:EE66�@7� 
6IA6CED��92G:?8�C682C5�E@�E96�244@F?ED�@7�E96�27Q=:2E6� 
(if they existed), and with a right of appeal.The Spanish 
report argued that this method also entailed the 
least interference with the enterprise, since it did not 
require the checking of hundreds of internal prices, 
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which would result in the substitution of often arbitrary 
Q8FC6D��2?5�E2I2E:@?�@?�E96�32D:D�@7�=2C86=J�:>28:?2CJ� 
accounts. 

(C@QE�2AA@CE:@?>6?E�H2D�2=D@�FD65�:?�D@>6�@E96C� 
systems: for example, the French tax on revenue from 
securities (interest on bonds and dividends on shares) 
was applied to such payments by foreign companies with 
27Q=:2E6D�:?��C2?46��32D65�@?�E96�AC@A@CE:@?�@7�2DD6ED�:?� 
France.The fractional approach was also used in federal 
systems, in particular by Swiss cantons, and a number of 
states in the USA, and in a few international treaties, such 
as those of Austria with Hungary and Czechoslovakia. 

1.4 International Apportionment and 
the Arm’s Length Principle 
The Carroll report (Carroll 1933) recommended that 
the international system should be based on treating 
27Q=:2E6D�2D�D6A2C2E6�6?E:E:6D�7C@>�E96�A2C6?E��3FE�E96:C� 
accounts could be adjusted as appropriate.Accounts 
should be based on what became known as the Arm’s 
Length Principle (ALP): i.e. attributing to the entity `the 
net business income which it might be expected to derive 
if it were an independent enterprise engaged in the same 
or similar activities under the same or similar conditions’. 
This was adopted as the basis for treaties based on the 
League of Nations model, and with some rewording 
remains the principle laid down in model treaties today. 

The report recognised that various methods would 
need to be used to adjust accounts to ensure a fair 
apportionment, especially because within a single business 
entity not all items of income and expenditure can be 
2==@42E65�E@�2�D:?8=6�DA64:Q4�D@FC46 ��6?6C2=�@G6C9625� 
expenses, such as the costs of the centre of management, 
2?5�E96�Q?2?4:?8�@7�42A:E2=�:E6>D�36?6QE:?8�E96�6?E6CAC:D6� 
as a whole, were commonly allocated by tax authorities 
using some kind of formula. Carroll considered that this 
was different from a general formula apportionment 
@7�AC@QED��2?5�4@>A2E:3=6�H:E9�E96��$(��==@H2?46� 
was also made for states to continue to use fractional 
apportionment if they had customarily done so, although 
only for Permanent Establishments.This provision is still 
included in article 7 of the UN model DTT (subject to 
the proviso that such an apportionment must comply 
with the ALP), but it was dropped from the OECD Model 
2E�E96�=2DE�C6G:D:@?�:?����	�!?�E96�42D6�@7�D6A2C2E6=J� 
:?4@CA@C2E65�27Q=:2E6D�@7�2�+&���E96�DE2CE:?8�A@:?E�D9@F=5� 
be their own accounts, but if these diverge from the ALP, 
2?�2AAC@AC:2E6�25;FDE>6?E�>2J�36�>256�E@�E96�AC@QED� 
and taxed accordingly, under article 9 of the OECD 
model treaty. 

It was clear that the ALP did not establish a clear 
or precise measure, but at best a general principle. 
Indeed, the German report accepted that fractional 
apportionment was superior in principle, and would 
in practice be used in the many cases where separate 
assessment was not feasible (League of Nations 1932, 
p.122). However, the consensus was that the unitary 
2AAC@249�H@F=5�36�5:7Q4F=E�:7�?@E�:>A@DD:3=6�E@�25@AE�� 
for political reasons,14 since it should be based on 
international agreement on (i) tax accounting principles 
for assessment, and (ii) a common allocation formula.The 
ALP was obviously much easier to operate in a network 
of bilateral treaties. However, its adoption merely 
converted the problem, from a decision on the principles 
of general apportionment by formula, to negotiation 
@7�DA64:Q4�25�9@4�2AA@CE:@?>6?ED��3J�25;FDE>6?E�@7� 

EC2?D76C�AC:46D�E@�6?DFC6�2�72:C�AC@QE�DA=:E	�+96��6C>2?� 
report stressed that this would in practice require close 
cooperation between tax authorities, from which more 
general principles could perhaps emerge. 

�2CC@==�C6A@CE65�?@E�@?=J�E92E�D@>6�QC>D�>2?:AF=2E65� 
internal transfer prices to reduce their tax bill, but also 
that others found that despite their meticulous efforts to 
2==@42E6�AC@QED�72:C=J��E2I�2FE9@C:E:6D�@7�5:776C6?E�4@F?EC:6D� 
took different views, which could result in assessments 
@?�>F49�>@C6�E92?������@7�E96�E@E2=�AC@QED	� @H6G6C�� 
the report did not recommend giving the taxpayer 
any remedy for the latter.The model treaties provided 
only for discussions to resolve disputes between the 
states, with the possibility of an advisory opinion by 
a technical body of the League of Nations.The post-
war model DTTs did give the taxpayer the right to 
present a claim to its national tax authority, but such a 
claim should be resolved by consultation between the 
2FE9@C:E:6D�4@?46C?65��H:E9�?@�8F2C2?E66�E92E�4@?R:4E:?8� 
adjustments must be resolved. In recent years tax treaties 
have begun to include provisions for arbitration as a fall-
324<�E@�C6D@=G6�DF49�4@?R:4ED��2?5�2�>F=E:=2E6C2=�DJDE6>� 
for such arbitration has been in place in the EU since 
����	�)68C6EE23=J��9@H6G6C��E96D6�AC@465FC6D�2C6�9:89=J� 
opaque, as the outcomes are rarely published, so they 
remain known only to the participants. 

Thus, the approach adopted attempted to reconcile 
E96�DA64:Q4�42D6�@7�+&�D�E@�E96�86?6C2=�AC:?4:A=6D�7@C� 
treatment of international investment in tax treaties, 
being based on the ALP but subject to adjustments 
C62==@42E:?8�AC@QED�2D�?646DD2CJ��:?4=F5:?8�7@C>F=2� 
2AA@CE:@?>6?E�@7�DA64:Q4�:E6>D�@7�86?6C2=�6IA6?5:EFC6D	� 
�C@>�E96�����D��9@H6G6C��:?E6C?2E:@?2=�=6?5:?8�5C:65�FA�� 
2?5�7C@>�E96�����D�7@C6:8?�5:C64E�:?G6DE>6?E�3J�+&�D� 
3642>6�E96�5@>:?2?E�7@C>�@7�:?E6C?2E:@?2=�42A:E2=�R@HD	� 

1.5 The Tax Treaty System and 
International Avoidance 
Although model DTTs were formulated early, it took 
longer to negotiate actual treaties.This occurred in 
E96�D64@?5�92=7�@7�E96��E9�46?EFCJ�>2:?=J�E9C@F89�E96� 
OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development), whose members were both exporters 
and importers of capital, so found it easier to agree on 
principles for allocating tax jurisdiction. Nevertheless, it 
E@@<�@G6C���J62CD�7C@>�E96�6DE23=:D9>6?E�@7�:ED��:D42=� 
Affairs Committee in 1955 for the OECD countries to 
negotiate a network of DTTs among themselves, as well 
as some with other countries.15 

In the meantime,TNCs became adept at exploiting 
the many loopholes in the interaction of national tax 
laws in order to minimise their tax exposure. From 
their perspective, many of the devices to which they 
resorted were necessary and reasonable, to counter 
the inadequacies of international coordination.Two main 
techniques were devised. One, dealt with in the Carroll 
C6A@CE��H2D�AC@QE�D9:7E:?8�3J�E96�25;FDE>6?E�@7�:?E6C?2=� 
transfer prices, which came to be known as transfer-
pricing.The second, which became much more important, 
was the creation of intermediary entities in convenient 
jurisdictions or `tax havens’.16 This had already been 
A:@?66C65�62C=J�:?�E96��E9�46?EFCJ�3J�H62=E9J�:?5:G:5F2=D� 
and families for tax evasion (illegal tax-dodging).The 
further development and systematisation byTNCs of 
the facilities and techniques of the tax haven system had 
much more far-reaching and serious consequences. Like 

14 This is entirely understandable 
in view of the political 
weakness of the League of 
Nations: the U.S. did not join 
that body due to a negative 
vote in the Senate, Russia and 
Germany were not admitted, 
and others such as Japan left. 
In that context international 
coordination under its auspices 
of issues such as tax, with the 
6'8:/)/6':/54�5,�454�3+3(+8� 
states and indeed in this case 
with U.S. leadership, was clearly 
only possible without the 
involvement of politicians. Since 
then the technical experts have 
constructed a system which 
is now producing outcomes 
which are equally clearly 
politically unacceptable. 

15 Some OECD countries 
(e.g. the Netherlands and 
the UK) extended their tax 
treaties to their colonies and 
dependencies, which continued 
them after independence. 

16 Whether a country can be 
used as a haven depends both 
on its laws and their interaction 
with those of other countries. 
Hence, any country might be 
a haven: for example Canada’s 
Newfoundland was used as 
such in the 1920s and 30s. 
Over time, some countries 
.'<+�8+D4+*�:.+/8�2'=9��;9;'22?� 
at the behest and with the 
help of advisers specialising 
in avoidance, and these are 
recognised as the main havens. 
Some specialise in particular 
activities (e.g. hedge fund 
formation, captive insurance, 
(8'99�62':+�)536'4/+9���=.':� 
they have in common is a high 
level of secrecy, especially in 
relation to enforcement of 
other countries’ taxes: see Tax 
Justice Network 2007. 
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17� #.+�685D:�)5;2*�(+� 
determined either for a pattern 
of transactions or for the 
5<+8'22�685D:� 

18 For reasons of space I will not 
provide a detailed analysis here, 
but only an outline of the main 
issues which have arisen, and 
attempts to deal with them. 

19 Publicised in the report by the 
UK Monopolies Commission 
(1973) Chlordiazepoxide and 
Diazepam. This showed that 
:.+�D83C9�$��',D2/':+�='9� 
paying £922 per kilo to its 
Swiss parent for the active 
/4-8+*/+4:�5,�/:9�4+=�=54*+8� 
drug valium, whereas the same 
ingredients could be obtained 
from small companies in Italy 
(where Roche’s patents were 
at that time not protected) for 
£20 per kilo. 

dangerous drugs, the facilities offered by the offshore system 
became addictive both toTNCs and many other users, while 
the suppliers of these facilities came to think there was no 
other way they could earn a living. 

The basic principles of tax avoidance through tax havens 
can be summarised quite simply, although many of the 
techniques became extremely complex. Essentially, it 
4@?D:DED�@7�492??6==:?8�A2J>6?E�R@HD�E9C@F89�6?E:E:6D� 
(a company, partnership, trust or other legal person) 
formed in jurisdictions where such receipts would be 
subject to low or no taxes.This can be done by using such 
:?E6C>65:2CJ�6?E:E:6D�E@�42CCJ�@FE�24E:G:E:6D��6 	8	�Q?2?4:2=� 
transactions, transportation, providing advice or other 
services), or to act as ``holding companies’ owning assets 
(e.g. intellectual property rights, bonds, shares).These 
entities usually exist only on paper, perhaps with a name-
A=2E6�@?�2?�@7Q46�3F:=5:?8��3FE�5:G6CE:?8�A2J>6?ED�E@�E96>� 
by well-designed routes can greatly reduce taxes on the 
corporate group of which they form a part. 

This is not the place to examine this problem in detail. 
What is relevant here is to give a reminder that such 
techniques are only viable if international taxation 
4@?E:?F6D�E@�EC62E�27Q=:2E6D�@7�2�+&��2D�D6A2C2E6�6?E:E:6D	� 
Under unitary taxation the problem disappears, since all 
internal transactions and transfers are eliminated, and the 
TNC is assessed on the basis of consolidated accounts. 

+96�C2A:5�8C@HE9�@7�+&�D�D:?46�E96�����D�=65�E@�E96� 
systematisation of these techniques of avoidance. Indeed, 
such growth was partly due to the ability ofTNCs to reduce 
their cost of capital by using such avoidance techniques 
to reduce their effective tax rates overall.The use of tax 
92G6?D�H2D�2=D@�=:?<65�E@�E96�8C@HE9�@7�E96�@77D9@C6�Q?2?46� 
system, which offered facilities, above all secrecy, which 
could be used for both avoidance and evasion, as well as 
money-laundering.TNCs became the main users of the 
haven system, lending it some respectability. If this could be 
removed (and unitary taxation would go a very long way 
towards achieving this) it would be much easier to deal with 
these disreputable uses. 

Concerns about tax avoidance by TNCs resurfaced in 
E96�����D��6DA64:2==J�:?�E96�,?:E65�*E2E6D��E96�9@>6�@7� 
many of them.To combat the use of tax havens, the U.S. 
:?�����6?24E65�>62DFC6D�E@�:?4=F56�:?�E96�AC@QED�@7�2� 
,*�A2C6?E�4@>A2?J�E96�:?4@>6�@7�:ED�27Q=:2E6D�7@C>65� 
:?�=@H�E2I�4@F?EC:6D��:7�E96J�72==�H:E9:?�E96�56Q?:E:@?�@7� 
a ”controlled foreign corporation” (CFC, see Box 2). 
Other OECD states gradually adopted similar rules in the 
����D�2?5�����D��92C>@?:D65�2?5�4@@C5:?2E65�E9C@F89� 
the OECD Fiscal Committee.This was especially to meet 
@3;64E:@?D�7C@>�*H:EK6C=2?5�E92E�E96J�4@?R:4E65�H:E9�E2I� 
treaty principles, which would require states introducing 
CFC rules to reach new agreements with their relevant 
treaty partners.To deal with this, it was agreed that such 
anti-avoidance measures should comply with the OECD 
consensus. 

Essentially, CFC rules attempt to strengthen taxation by 
E96�19@>6P�4@F?ECJ�@7�2�+&��@7�:ED�7@C6:8?�AC@QED�:7�E96J� 
have been retained abroad.With increased globalisation, 
tax systems have become increasingly `territorial’, as 
home states of TNCs have retreated from trying to tax 
AC@QED�62C?65�6=D6H96C6 �*@�7@C�6I2>A=6�E96�,#�:?���� 
revised its CFC regime, removing the presumption that an 
activity which could have been carried out in the UK must 
have been located abroad for tax avoidance reasons. CFC 
regimes have also become increasingly complex, indeed 
impenetrable except to the dedicated specialist. 

The US also introduced detailed transfer pricing 
regulations in 1968, elaborating how such prices should be 
determined. 

Unfortunately, this dual policy response was contradictory. 
The CFC approach effectively allowed jurisdictions to 
treat separate entities as if they were part of the parent. 
This was the opposite of the ‘separate entity’ approach 
at the heart of the transfer pricing regulations, which 
cemented into place the ALP. In particular, the U.S. 
C68F=2E:@?D�DA64:Q65�E92E�H96C6�A@DD:3=6�E96�AC:46D�@7� 
DA64:Q4�EC2?D24E:@?D�D9@F=5�36�32D65�@?�E9@D6�7@C�D:>:=2C� 
EC2?D24E:@?D�36EH66?�F?C6=2E65�QC>D��@C�1comparable 

Box 2: Controlled Foreign Corporations (CFCs) 

+96�,*�CF=6D�QCDE�:?EC@5F465�:?�����2C6�<?@H?�2D�*F3A2CE��� 
(after the relevant part of the Internal Revenue Code). Germany 
introduced measures in a decree of 1965 (after a 1964 report 
on tax havens), and a Foreign Tax Law (Aussensteuergesetz) from 
���	 �'E96CD�7@==@H65�5FC:?8�E96�����D�2?5�����D	 

Although they differ in detail, such measures generally treat the 
:?4@>6�@7�2�7@C6:8?�27Q=:2E6�2D�A2CE�@7�E96�:?4@>6�@7�:ED�A2C6?E�� 
even if not remitted (e.g. as dividends), and therefore directly 
taxable by the home state (parent’s state of residence), provided 
:E�>66ED�E96�56Q?:E:@?�@7�2���� ��6?6C2==J��E9:D�6?E2:=D�E9C66�E6DED�� 
2==�@7�H9:49�92G6�364@>6�>@C6�5:7Q4F=E�E@�2AA=J�H:E9�:?4C62D65� 
globalisation: 

� Control: it is owned and/or controlled mainly by one or 
more companies resident in the home state; the control 
threshold can be circumvented, and has become harder 
to apply as TNCs have become more decentralised and 
regionalised; 

� Passive Income: the income it earns does not derive from 
an active business in the place where the CFC is located; but 
:E�:D�92C5�E@�56Q?6�E96�=@42E:@?�@7�>2?J�D6CG:46�7F?4E:@?D�� 
6DA64:2==J�Q?2?46��2?5�>2?286>6?E�@7�!()D��3@E9�@7�H9:49�92G6� 
364@>6�:?4C62D:?8=J�:>A@CE2?E��962GJ�=@33J:?8�3J�E96�Q?2?4:2=� 
D6CG:46D�:?5FDECJ�92D�6?DFC65�E92E�>@DE�32?<:?8��Q?2?46�2?5� 
insurance income is generally considered `non-passive’, which 
6IA=2:?D�H9J�Q?2?4:2=�QC>D�2C6�E96�3:886DE�FD6CD�@7�E2I�92G6?D� 

� Low-tax: the CFC is resident in a low-tax jurisdiction, 
usually designated by issuing a list; as preferential tax regimes 
92G6�AC@=:76C2E65��:E�92D�364@>6�>@C6�5:7Q4F=E�E@�5:DE:?8F:D9� 
outright `havens’. 

Other tests may also be applied, e.g. a tax reduction motive test. 
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uncontrolled prices’ (CUP). Only as a fall-back, where 
these were not available, did they allow other methods, 
:?4=F5:?8�6DE:>2E:@?�@7�E96�24EF2=�AC@QE�@?�E96�32D:D� 
@7�AC@QE�C2E6D�7@C�D:>:=2C�QC>D��*66��@I����1���	�������’ 
method).17 

While this was taking place at an international level, 
inside the United States the unitary approach (which had 
2=C625J�366?�2AA=:65�D:?46�E96�����D��3642>6�C68F=2C:D65� 
2?5�4@@C5:?2E65�3J�, 	*	�DE2E6D�5FC:?8�E96�����D��H:E9�2� 
3-factor formula using assets, payroll and sales. However, 
non-US TNCs resented it, especially because businesses 
they acquired or set up in the US, which in their early 
stages incurred great costs and so made losses, could still 
be taxed by states on a proportion of their worldwide 
AC@QE�6G6?�:7�=@DD�>2<:?8	���DEC@?8�3FD:?6DD�=65�42>A2:8?� 
failed to abolish the unitary system but did succeed in 
having it limited, so that US states now must offer a 
`water’s edge’ alternative, excluding non-US business. 

1.6 Problems with the ALP 
Hence, anti-avoidance techniques, coordinated mainly 
by the OECD, have tackled the problems with separate 
solutions, rather than a holistic approach. In particular 
transfer pricing has been dealt with only by continued 
elaborations of the ALP. Furthermore, the ALP has 
further entrenched the separate entity approach, which 
became increasingly unworkable as the international 
tax system became more complex.As it became more 
56G6=@A65�2?5�C6Q?65��E96��$(�92D�:?4C62D:?8=J�366?� 
been shown in practice to be impossible to apply 
effectively or consistently, and demanding of a very high 
level of resources.18 

The US transfer pricing regulations of 1968 did not 
treat the ALP as a general principle for ensuring broad 
72:C?6DD�:?�2==@42E:?8�4@DED�2?5�AC@QED�H:E9:?�2�+&���3FE� 
:?DE625�2EE6>AE65�E@�56Q?6�CF=6D�7@C�AC:4:?8�DA64:Q4� 
transactions. Recognising that these had international 
implications, the issue was taken up through the OECD, 
and then also the UN Group of Experts.This was also 
spurred by growing concerns about the power of TNCs, 

:?4=F5:?8�D@>6�9:89�AC@Q=6�AF3=:4:D65�42D6D�:?G@=G:?8� 
EC2?D76C�AC:4:?8��?@E23=J�E96�*H:DD�A92C>246FE:42=�QC>� 
Hoffman-LaRoche.19 

�6DA:E6�2==�E96D6�R2HD�E96�'����AC@5F465�2�C6A@CE� 
in 1979, Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enterprises 
(subsequently revised as the Transfer Pricing Guidelines) 
E92E�56Q?65�2�4@?D6?DFD�2C@F?5�E96��$(��86?6C2==J� 
following the approach in the US regulations. Meanwhile, 
its application by the US itself was challenged as 
ineffective. Studies showed that comparables could be 
found for only a minority of cases, and a report for the 
US Congress found that applying the regulations was 
time-consuming, burdensome, and created uncertainty.� 

*:8?:Q42?E=J��E96�'����C6A@CE�5:5�?@E�AC@A@D6� 
any revisions to the model treaty, nor even to the 
commentary on its provisions, but merely set out 
guidelines to be taken into account by states.21 National 
tax administrations have each developed their own 
methods, sometimes stated in regulations and sometimes 
@?=J�2D�8F:56=:?6D�7@C�E2I�@7Q4:2=D	 22Yet the apparent 
consensus on the ALP has contrasted sharply with lack 
of agreement on clear rules to apply it. Even the OECD 
Transfer Pricing Guidelines, as successively revised, 
only put forward a variety of methods, which are each 
extensively discussed.All of these purport to constitute 
implementations of the ALP, although many of them 
2C6�:?�724E�:?5:C64E�>6E9@5D�@7�2AA@CE:@?:?8�AC@QED	� 
The Guidelines are now both complex and extensive, 
4@G6C:?8�D@>6�����A286D	 23 They have been familiarly 
C676CC65�E@�2D�E96�1�:3=6P��*96AA2C5������2?5�E96J� 
do indeed combine authoritative pronouncements 
with a variety of formulations susceptible of different 
interpretations. 

The Guidelines stress that the ALP should as far as 
A@DD:3=6�36�2AA=:65�E@�E96�AC:4:?8�@7�DA64:Q4�EC2?D24E:@?D�� 
and also wherever possible on the basis of a comparison 
between the TNC’s internal (`controlled’) price and 
comparable prices charged between independent 
enterprises (`comparable uncontrolled prices’: CUPs). But 

� The GAO Report concluded 
&�+)';9+�5,�:.+�9:8;):;8+�5,�:.+� 
modern business world, IRS can 
9+2*53�D4*�'4�'83C9�2+4-:.�68/)+� 
on which to base adjustments 
but must instead construct a 
price.As a result, corporate 
taxpayers cannot be certain 
.5=�/4)53+�54�/4:+8�)58658':+� 
transactions that cross national 
borders will be adjusted and the 
+4,58)+3+4:�685)+99�/9�*/,D);2:� 
'4*�:/3+�)549;3/4-�,58�(5:.��!"� 
and taxpayers. ...We recommend 
that the Secretary of the Treasury 
initiate a study to identify and 
evaluate the feasibility of ways 
to allocate income under s.482, 
including formula apportionment, 
which would lessen the present 
uncertainty and administrative 
burden created by the existing 
regulations’ (US GAO 1981 
6�
���� 

21 The original 1979 Report was 
renamed Guidelines when a 
revised version was issued in 
	����:.+�359:�8+)+4:�8+</9+*� 
edition was in 2010. In 2012 
proposals were released for 
revisions of sections of the 
Guidelines on Safe Harbours, and 
Intangibles. 

22 The UK’s transfer pricing 
rules are now enacted in the 
Taxation (International and  
Other Provisions) Act (TIOPA) 
2010, s. 164 of which says that 
they are to be interpreted to 
ensure consistency with the 
OECD Guidelines, in so far as 
double taxation arrangements 
incorporate the OECD model. 

23 Available from http://www. 
oecd.org/ctp/, unfortunately 
only on payment or for 
subscribers. 

Box3: Accepted Methods for Transfer Price Adjustment under the ALP 

+96�'�����F:56=:?6D�?@H�AC@G:56�QG6�3C@25�>6E9@5D�7@C� 
adjusting accounts to conform to the ALP, and state that the `most 
appropriate’ method should be used in each case, depending on 
factors such as the nature of the transaction and the availability 
@7�:?7@C>2E:@?��'��������A2C2	 �	�	�+96J�5:DE:?8F:D9�36EH66?� 
`traditional transaction methods’ (CUP, Resale and Cost-Plus, see 
36=@H���2?5�1EC2?D24E:@?2=�AC@QE�>6E9@5DP��+&%%�2?5�AC@QE�DA=:E�	 � 
The methods are not prioritised but the Guidelines state that the 
traditional methods provide the `most direct’ means of establishing 
E96��$(��2?5�E92E�AC@QED�32D65�>6E9@5D�>FDE�36�2AA=:65�:?�2�H2J� 
E92E�:D�4@>A2E:3=6�H:E9�E96��$(��C:6RJ��E96�QG6�>6E9@5D�2C6� 

� Comparable Uncontrolled Price (CUP): the price 
492C865�36EH66?�F?C6=2E65�QC>D�:?�EC2?D24E:@?D�H9:49�2C6� 
similar in all respects which could affect open market pricing, or 
which can be determined by reasonably accurate adjustments to 
take account of any such differences; 

L� Resale Price: the price at which a product bought from a 
C6=2E65�A2CEJ�H2D�D@=5�E@�2?�F?C6=2E65�A2CEJ�>:?FD�2�8C@DD�AC@QE� 
>2C8:?�E@�4@G6C�4@DED�2?5�2?�2AAC@AC:2E6�AC@QE� 

� Cost Plus: the costs incurred in the production of goods or 
services by a supplier to a related party, plus an appropriate 
mark-up, based preferably on that charged by the same 
supplier in comparable transactions with unrelated parties; 

� Transactional Net Margin Method (TNMM): 
although this is called a ‘transactional’ method, it looks at 
AC@QE23:=:EJ�!E�6DE23=:D96D�E96�?6E�AC@QE�C62=:D65�7C@>�2?� 
appropriate base (e.g. costs, sales, assets) in a transaction (or 
series of transactions that can appropriately be aggregated), 
ideally by comparison with similar transactions by the same 
person with unrelated parties, or if not possible the net margin 
earned in comparable transactions by independent enterprises, 
based on a functional analysis to determine comparability; 

� ������	������E96�E@E2=�4@>3:?65�AC@QED�62C?65�7C@>�2� 
transaction or transactions are split between jurisdictions 
based on the genuine economic activity in different 
jurisdictions.The split is determined by the geographical 
division that independent parties would expect to realise from 
those transactions. 

TOWARDS UNITARY TAXATION OF TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS 7 
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24 The GAO Report concluded 
&�+)';9+�5,�:.+�9:8;):;8+�5,�:.+� 
modern business world, IRS can 
9+2*53�D4*�'4�'83C9�2+4-:.�68/)+� 
on which to base adjustments 
but must instead construct a 
price.As a result, corporate 
taxpayers cannot be certain 
.5=�/4)53+�54�/4:+8�)58658':+� 
transactions that cross national 
borders will be adjusted and the 
+4,58)+3+4:�685)+99�/9�*/,D);2:� 
'4*�:/3+�)549;3/4-�,58�(5:.��!"� 
and taxpayers. ...We recommend 
that the Secretary of the Treasury 
initiate a study to identify and 
evaluate the feasibility of ways 
to allocate income under s.482, 
including formula apportionment, 
which would lessen the present 
uncertainty and administrative 
burden created by the existing 
regulations’ (US GAO 1981 
6�
����� 

25 See http://www.oecd. 
org/ctp/transferpricing/ 
transferpricingaspectsof 
intangibles.htm. 

26� #���+8-/4��&"6+)/'2�!+658:���5=� 
Starbucks avoids UK taxes’, 
!+;:+89��	:.��):5(+8�
�	
�� 

27 As mentioned below (section 
��	���:.+��8'@/2/'4�8;2+9�-5�,;8:.+8�� 
'4*�'662?�:.+��59:� 2;9�'4*�!+:'/2� 
3+:.5*9�=/:.�D>+*�685D:�3'8-/49�� 
a method which has been 
criticised by the OECD. 

28 The UN Practical Manual on 
Transfer Pricing for Developing 
Countries, revised in 2012, advises 
that among the documentation 
which a tax administration should 
request for a Transfer Pricing 
audit should be the `Group global 
)54952/*':+*�('9/9�685D:�'4*�2599� 
statement and ratio of taxpayer’s 
sales towards group global sales 
,58�D<+�?+'89C��$��
�	
��6'8'�� 
8.6.9.12). Interestingly, comments 
on the draft sent to the UN Tax 
Committee by the US Council for 
�4:+84':/54'2��;9/4+99�5(0+):+*� 
to this provision, although it 
accepted that such consolidated 
accounts are readily available for 
publicly quoted companies.The 
objections were not accepted 
by the Committee, but the US 
expert member suggested that 
the matter could be raised again. 

29 The information exchange 
provision in the traditional tax 
treaties was until recently very 
limited: notably, the requested 
state had no obligation to obtain 
information which it did already 
have for its own tax purposes. 
Successive revisions of the tax 
treaty models since 2000 have 
greatly extended this, although 
it takes time to implement the 
model provisions in actual tax 
treaties.Tax havens are not 
usually party to such treaties, but 
since 2007 the OECD efforts 
against evasion and avoidance 
have resulted in negotiation of 
some bilateral treaties for the 
exchange of tax information. 
However, these provide only for 
information on the basis of a 
96+)/D)�'4*�:'8-+:+*�8+7;+9:��'4*� 
their limitations mean that they 
are not much used. In any case, 
few developing countries have the 
resources either to negotiate or 
to utilise such treaties. 

E9:D�C6DED�@?�E96�7F?52>6?E2=�R2H�@7�E96��$(��:?�64@?@>:4� 
reality TNCs exist because of their competitive advantages, 
foremost of which is their control of unique technology 
or know-how. Hence, as studies have repeatedly shown, it 
is not only extremely complex and time-consuming to try 
to identify comparables, in the large majority of cases true 
comparables do not exist. For example, no other cellphone 
is truly comparable to an Apple iPhone, and a Parker pen is 
superior to an ordinary ball-point.The Guidelines therefore 
@776C65�EH@�2=E6C?2E:G6D��E96�C6D2=6�AC:46�>:?FD�2�AC@QE� 
margin, or the cost price plus a mark-up (see Box 3 below). 
Although these are described as transactional pricing 
methods, in reality they aim to identify the appropriate 
AC@QE�=6G6=�@7�E96�27Q=:2E6�4@>A2C65�H:E9�@E96C�QC>D�:?�E96� 
same line of business, so again they tend to overlook the 
competitive advantages of TNCs.They are inappropriate for 
TNCs with internationally integrated activities. 

In fact, even as the ALP became enshrined in the OECD 
Guidelines, criticisms of this approach had vmounted in 
the USA, fuelled by several studies showing its limitations, 
including one for the Congress by the Government 
�44@F?E23:=:EJ�'7Q46�:?�����	 24 

In 1988 the US Treasury announced a new approach 
(US Treasury & IRS 1988), which would severely restrict 
transactional pricing methods to cases where an `exact 
comparable’ could be found, and put forward a new method 
to calculate an `arm’s length return’.This was to be done 
3J�2EEC:3FE:?8�E@�E96�27Q=:2E6�2�AC@QE�32D65�@?�2?2=JD:?8� 
its functions and applying an industry average rate (the 
14@>A2C23=6�AC@QE�>6E9@5P��@C��(%	� 

This entailed analysing the `functions’ carried out by 
27Q=:2E6D��E@�H9:49�H@F=5�36�2EEC:3FE65�2�1>2C<6EP�C2E6� 
of return on the capital invested, leaving the remaining 
1C6D:5F2=P�AC@QED�7@C�E96�A2C6?E�4@>A2?J���>2;@C� 
motivation for this was the concern that US TNCs had 
366?�D9:7E:?8�AC@QED�3J�D6EE:?8�FA�>2?F724EFC:?8�A=2?ED� 
abroad, often in low-tax countries such as Ireland, where 
E96J�4@F=5�D9@H�9:89�AC@QED�5F6�E@�E96�F?:BF6�E649?@=@8J� 
embodied in their products.The US Internal Revenue 
*6CG:46��!)*��AC676CC65�E@�EC62E�DF49�27Q=:2E6D�2D�14@?EC24E� 
>2?F724EFC6CDP��H9:49�H@F=5�56?J�E96>�2?J�AC@QED� 
attributable to intellectual property rights (IPRs) such as 
patents, transferred to them from the parent company. 

+9:D�?6H�,*�G:6H�=65�E@�D92CA�4@?R:4ED�H:E9:?�E96�'���� 
for several years, with big business lobbies joining other tax 
administrations in attacking the US line.The disputes were 
patched up with the issuing of the 1995 Guidelines, which 
reformulated the new US approach, to try to assimilate it to 
E96��$(�F?56C�E96�CF3C:4�@7�1EC2?D24E:@?2=�AC@QE�>6E9@5DP	� 
+96D6�2C6�1AC@QE�DA=:E�>6E9@5DP�2?5�E96�1EC2?D24E:@?2=� 
net margin method’ (TNMM, see Box 3 above,) which the 
guidelines stress are the only ones compatible with the ALP. 
+9:D�27QC>2E:@?�H2D�=:?<65�E@�2�DEC@?8�C6;64E:@?�@7�2?J�FD6� 
of `global formulary apportionment’. 

The OECD’s opposition to unitary taxation had also been 
cemented by another campaign by big business lobbies, 
against its use by US states, especially California (see further 
D64E:@?��		��36=@H�	�/6E�:?�AC24E:46�AC@QE�DA=:E�2?5�E96� 
+&%%�2C6�>6E9@5D�7@C�2AA@CE:@?:?8�AC@QED��3J�2AA=J:?8�2?� 
analysis of economic factors, and hence close to formulary 
apportionment. 

The 1995 Guidelines also attempted to deal with the 
5:7Q4F=E:6D�A@D65�3J�1:?E2?8:3=6DP��H9:49�8@�E@�E96�962CE� 
of the increasing problems of applying the ALP.As already 
pointed out, these are rooted in the inability of the ALP to 

deal with the basic characteristics which give TNCs their 
competitive advantages, especially their control of know-
how, in the broadest sense.This has become increasingly 
important with the transition to the `knowledge economy’, 
in which TNCs are at the forefront. In their 1995 
G6CD:@?��DE:==�4FCC6?E�:?�E96�����65:E:@?��E96��F:56=:?6D� 
approached this very narrowly, in terms of transfers of 
Intangible Property. 

Due to its inadequacies, a complete rewrite has now been 
F?56CE2<6?��4F=>:?2E:?8�:?�2�5C27E�:DDF65�:?�"F?6���	 25 

This now attempts to deal with Intangibles more broadly; 
but it is still hampered by the focus on transactions, 
which is inevitable under the ALP.The inadequacies of this 
approach were shown in a news report by Reuters in 
'4E@36C����E92E�*E2C3F4<D�925�D9@H?�?@�E2I23=6�AC@QED� 
:?�E96�,#�7@C����J62CD��2=E9@F89�:E�925�C68F=2C=J�ECF>A6E65� 
E@�:ED�D92C69@=56CD�E96�AC@QE23:=:EJ�@7�:ED�,#�@A6C2E:@?D	� 
Commentators suggested that this was probably due to 
:?EC2�QC>�AC:4:?8��6DA64:2==J�E96�A2J>6?E�@7�C@J2=E:6D�@7� 
6% to the parent company for use of the brand name and 
related IPRs, which is at the top end of permissible rates 
based on comparables.26 

Various means have been used to try to deal with the vast 
administrative problems of applying the ALP in practice. 
These are broadly of two kinds: (i) the time and special 
expertise needed to carry out the checks on transaction 
AC:46D��2?5��::��E96�5:7Q4F=EJ�@7�249:6G:?8�4@?D:DE6?4J� 
due to the complex and often subjective nature of the 
judgments involved. One means of dealing with these 
is to adopt `safe harbours’ or `bright line’ rules.These 
can greatly economise on the resources needed by tax 
administrations, and simplify compliance by taxpayers, but 
they can be easily avoided, and may make international 
4@@C5:?2E:@?�>@C6�5:7Q4F=E	 27 Hence, the 1995 Guidelines 
discouraged their use; but the revisions proposed in 
���?@H�=@@<�@?�E96>�>F49�>@C6�A@D:E:G6=J��2E�=62DE�:?� 
relation to smaller taxpayers. 

Another method, more appropriate for large TNCs, is 
the adoption of Advanced Pricing Agreements (APAs).An 
APA gives the TNC prior approval of its pricing scheme, 
but requires submission of detailed documentation and 
negotiation with the tax authorities, often of several 
countries.The time and expense involved means that they 
2C6�>2:?=J�FD67F=�7@C�=2C86�QC>D��2=E9@F89�E96J�2C6�DEC@?8=J� 
AC@>@E65�3J�E96�=2C86�244@F?E2?4J�QC>D��7@C�H9@>�E96J� 
provide a good business. 

1.7 Advantages and Limits of the ALP 
!E�:D�62DJ�E@�F?56CDE2?5�H9J�E96��$(�H2D�QCDE�25@AE65� 
:?�E96�62C=J�����D��H96?�:?E6C?2E:@?2=�42A:E2=�R@HD� 
were mainly in the form of loans, to provide a means 
of accommodating TNCs as a special case within the 
international system. But once established, it has become 
hard to dislodge. Indeed it has become even more deeply 
embedded as it has become increasingly elaborated. 
Practitioners are comfortable with the system they know, 
both as tax administrators and as tax advisers earning 
large fees. 

For a national tax administration, it seems natural to start 
from the accounts of the entities within its jurisdiction, 
even if they form part of a larger TNC.The adjustments 
to the accounts which this inevitably entails can be done 
244@C5:?8�E@�E96�DA64:Q4�4:C4F>DE2?46D�@7�E96�4@>A2?J�� 
using any of the wide range of methods now approved as 
acceptable under the ALP according to the OECD.The 
OECD Guidelines recognise that 
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Box 4: Transfer Price Adjustments 

The aim of transfer price adjustments is said to be to ensure that 
EC2?D76C�AC:4:?8�C6R64ED�1>2C<6E�7@C46DP��3J�>2<:?8�25;FDE>6?ED� 
E@�6DE23=:D9�1E96�4@?5:E:@?D�@7�E96�4@>>6C4:2=�2?5�Q?2?4:2=� 
C6=2E:@?D�E92E�E96J�H@F=5�6IA64E�E@�Q?5�36EH66?�:?56A6?56?E� 
enterprises in comparable transactions under comparable 
4:C4F>DE2?46DP��'�����F:56=:?6D�����A2C2	��	��	 �.96?�?2E:@?2=� 
tax authorities in country A assess the accounts submitted 
3J�E96�C6=6G2?E�=@42=�27Q=:2E6D�@7�E96�QC>��E96J�>2J�C6BF:C6� 
25;FDE>6?ED�:?�E96�AC:4:?8�@7�EC2?D24E:@?D�H:E9�:ED�27Q=:2E6D�:?� 
4@F?ECJ��	 �+96�QC>�>2J�7C6BF6?E=J�36�23=6�E@�25;FDE�E96D6� 
related company accounts accordingly, if the accounts have not 
J6E�366?�DF3>:EE65�:?�4@F?ECJ��	 �!7�E9:D�:D�?@E�A@DD:3=6��E96�QC>� 
must request a `corresponding adjustment’ from the country B 
2FE9@C:E:6D	 �!7�E9:D�:D�C67FD65��E96�QC>�>2J�2D<�7@C�E96�4@?R:4E�E@� 
be referred for negotiations between tax authorities under the 
1>FEF2=�28C66>6?E�AC@465FC6P��%�(�	�+@52J��E96D6�4@?R:4ED�>2J� 
involve millions of dollars, and taxpayers complain of long delays, 
and arbitrary settlements.As a partial remedy, arbitration has 

been introduced as a fall-back under some DTTs, and is available 
among EU states under a multilateral treaty. Nevertheless, both 
tax authorities and TNCs prefer to sort out these disputes under 
2�D9C@F5�@7�4@?Q56?E:2=:EJ��2?5�92G6�DEC@?8=J�C6D:DE65�AC6DDFC6D� 
for publication of either the private MAP settlements or the 
arbitral decisions. 

In one notable case which became public because it had to be 
litigated, the pharmaceutical company GlaxoSmithKline was 
assessed for US$5.2 billion in back taxes and interest by the 
,*�!?E6C?2=�)6G6?F6�*6CG:46�:?�����C6=2E65�E@�AC@QED�7C@>�:ED� 
anti-ulcer drug Zantac. Glaxo claimed that this was arbitrary 
and appealed, arguing that it should be paid a refund of US$1 
3:==:@?	 �+96�5:DAFE6�H2D�Q?2==J�D6EE=65�H:E9�2�A2J>6?E�3J��=2I@� 
of US$3.4 billion. Glaxo’s complaint was based on a comparison 
with the treatment given by the US tax authorities in an APA with 
its then rival SmithKline, which Glaxo discovered only after its 
>6C86C�H:E9�*>:E9#=:?6�:?������*F==:G2?�����	 

`transfer pricing is not an exact science but does require 
the exercise of judgment on the part of both the tax 
25>:?:DEC2E:@?�2?5�E2IA2J6CP��'���������A2C2	��	���	� 

Despite the high costs of separate accounting, most TNCs 
seem to prefer it.The main reason undoubtedly is that it 
allows them freedom to organise their internal structure, 
and generally to deal with national tax administrations 
@?6�@?�@?6��F?=6DD�E96J�C6BF6DE�C6D@=FE:@?�@7�2�4@?R:4E	� 
No single authority necessarily sees the complete tax 
accounts of the TNC as a whole.28 Hence, they have 
to rely on bilateral exchange of information, which is 
authorised under tax treaties, but secrecy jurisdictions 
such as tax havens do not generally provide such 
information.29 TNCs are generally unwilling to reveal 
even to their shareholders how much tax they pay in 
each country where they do business, as shown by their 
reluctance to accept country-by-country reporting 
�%FCA9J�����(H�����	�+96�D6A2C2E6�6?E:EJ�2AAC@249� 
does have some disadvantages for business: in particular 
separate accounting does not automatically allow the 
@77D6EE:?8�@7�=@DD6D�:?�@?6�4@F?ECJ�282:?DE�AC@QED�:?� 

another. But for most TNCs these are outweighed by the 
ability to exploit the opportunities for international tax 
avoidance, especially through the tax haven and offshore 
secrecy system.�� 

This has now become the biggest single obstacle to tax 
fairness, as well as the biggest facilitator of corruption 
and crime. Hence, although TNCs are facing increasing 
problems in dealing with the heightened scrutiny of 
their transfer prices by tax administrations, many of 
them strongly resist any possibility of a shift to unitary 
taxation, because it would threaten tax avoidance using 
E2I�92G6?D��@?�H9:49�2�D:8?:Q42?E�?F>36C�@7�E96>�92G6� 
become dependent.There is considerable evidence that 
TNCs make extensive use of the opportunities and 
incentives provided by the international tax system for 
AC@QE�D9:7E:?8�2?5�C65F4E:@?�@7�E96:C�67764E:G6�E2I�C2E6D� 
��6G6C6FI�������2?5�E92E�E96D6�DEC2E68:6D�AC@5F46� 
D:8?:Q42?E�5:DE@CE:@?D�:?�42A:E2=�2==@42E:@?��C6DF=E:?8�:?� 
global economic welfare losses (Keuschnigg and Devereux 
���	� 

�� It is noteworthy that most TNCs 
are supporting the EU proposals 
,58�'����#���=./).�=5;2*�'662?� 
a formulary apportionment 
rather than the ALP, but would 
not, as currently formulated, 
require a combined report with 
worldwide consolidated accounts 
(see further below). 

Box 5: The Example of Amazon 

!?�&@G6>36C�����E96�,#�(2C=:2>6?EPD�(F3=:4��44@F?ED� 
Committee quizzed the top executives of Amazon, Google and 
Starbucks, about their low tax payments in the UK.Amazon 
explained that all its European sales, including those to UK 
4FDE@>6CD��2C6�>256�3J�:ED�$FI6>3@FC8�27Q=:2E6D	 �!ED�,#�27Q=:2E6�� 
Amazon.co.uk�$E5��@A6C2E6D�E96�@C56C�7F=Q=>6?E��4FDE@>6C�DFAA@CE� 
and logistics services, and `earns a margin on its operating costs’ 
for those services (Written Evidence to the PAC http://www. 

AF3=:42E:@?D	A2C=:2>6?E	F<
A2
4>����
4>D6=64E
4>AF3244
HC:E6G
���
>��	9E>). 

&@E�DFCAC:D:?8=J��E96�AC@QED�62C?65�2?5�E96C67@C6�E2I�A2:5�3J� 
�>2K@?�,#�2C6�=@H��@C56C�7F=Q=>6?E�2?5�4FDE@>6C�DFAA@CE�2C6� 
=@H�>2C8:?�3FD:?6DD6D	�+96�3F=<�@7�E96�AC@QED�2C6�2EEC:3FE23=6�E@� 
Amazon Luxembourg Sarl, especially in view of Amazon’s large 

sales volumes.Yet those sales volumes would not be possible if 
Amazon did not have the warehouses and other facilities in the 
UK. 

,?56C�4FCC6?E�E2I�CF=6D��:E�:D�5:7Q4F=E�:7�?@E�:>A@DD:3=6�E@� 
492==6?86�E9:D�2EEC:3FE:@?�@7�=@H�AC@QED�E@��>2K@?�,#�2?5�9:89� 
AC@QED�E@��>2K@?�$FI6>3@FC8��D:?46�E96J�>FDE�36�EC62E65� 
as separate entities.A unitary approach would recognise that 
E96�AC@QED�2C6�5F6�E@�E96�DJ?6C8:6D�@7�2==�2DA64ED�@7��>2K@?PD� 
@A6C2E:@?D��:ED�H63D:E6D��@C56C�7F=Q=>6?E��4FDE@>6C�DFAA@CE�2?5� 
@E96C�D6CG:46D�2C6�2?�:?E68C2E65�H9@=6 �+96�@G6C2==�AC@QE�H@F=5� 
be apportioned according to the number of people employed, 
value of physical assets, and sales to customers, in each country. 
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31 A frequent criticism is that 
formula apportionment is 
`arbitrary’, and this seems to be 
accepted even by some who 
support it as more effective (e.g. 
�</�%54'.�'4*��+49.'253�
�	��� 
p. 14).This seems based on the 
misunderstanding that the factors 
in the formula are `proxies’ which 
(imperfectly, but adequately) 
quantify the factors that produce 
685D:9���('4*54/4-�:./9�,;:/2+�:'91�� 
and basing the allocation of tax 
claims on more legitimate criteria, 
is one of the strong advantages 
of the unitary approach. 

32� #.+9+�'8+�8;2+9�*+D4/4-� 
8+9/*+4)?��'4*�8;2+9�*+D4/4-� 
where activity takes place, or 
other criteria for determining 
0;8/9*/):/54�:5�:'>�(;9/4+99�685D:9�� 
For further discussion of this 
65/4:�9++��)�4:?8+�
�����6�
�� 

TNCs are now the dominant element in the world 
economy.Their tax liabilities run into billions of dollars, and 
have major implications both for their competitiveness and 
for national tax revenues. It no longer seems acceptable 
that the determination and allocation of these taxes 
between states should be done on the basis of methods 
which are clearly impossible to administer effectively, 
consistently or fairly. 

2. The Unitary Taxation 
Approach 
A shift towards assessing TNCs on a unitary basis, coupled 
with a principled basis for apportioning their tax liability, 
would bring the international tax system into closer 
alignment with economic reality, and hence greatly improve 
its effectiveness and legitimacy.Although not without 
:ED�@H?�5:7Q4F=E:6D��E96D6�2C6�>:?@C�4@>A2C65�E@�E96� 
problems it would eliminate.The unitary approach is based 
@?�E96�2DDF>AE:@?�E92E�E96�:?4@>6�@7�2�QC>�:D�62C?65�3J� 
E92E�QC>�2D�2�H9@=6��2?5�:E�5@6D�?@E�2EE6>AE�E@�:56?E:7J� 
or quantify how much of it could be said to have been 
earned by any of the component parts. Instead, income 
is apportioned by a formula using factors which quantify 
the actual geographical location of its activities: the real 
economic activities in each place where they happen. 

Thus, the unitary approach is based on the principle 
that tax should be paid according to where the activities 
generating the income take place, because taxes help 
to make those activities possible (providing education, 
infrastructure, etc).31 It would place on a sounder basis 
E96�1E6CC:E@C:2=P�AC:?4:A=6��244@C5:?8�E@�H9:49�AC@QED�2C6� 
apportioned to the countries where the business activity 
takes place. However, the apportionment would be done 
according to factors measuring real physical presence in 
6249�E6CC:E@CJ��C2E96C�E92?�2446AE:?8�E96�@7E6?�Q4E:@?2=� 
attribution to entities devised by the fertile minds of 
lawyers and tax advisers. 

A unitary approach would replace three major elements 
which create fundamental problems for taxation of 
TNCs under the ALP: (i) the need for detailed scrutiny of 
internal accounts and pricing and for the negotiation of 
adjustments based on the ALP; (ii) the need to deal with 
AC@QE�D9:7E:?8�H:E9:?�E96�QC>��6DA64:2==J�FD:?8�E2I�92G6?D�� 
by complex anti-avoidance measures, such as rules against 
thin capitalisation, controlled foreign corporations, and 
23FD6�@7�EC62EJ�36?6QED��2?5��:::��D@FC46�2?5�C6D:56?46� 
attribution rules.32 It would therefore greatly simplify the 
:?E6C?2E:@?2=�E2I�DJDE6>��E@�E96�36?6QE�@7�3@E9�E2IA2J6CD� 
and tax administrations. 

It should be said at the outset that, although it is desirable 
that all states applying this approach to a TNC should do 
so as far as possible in a harmonious and coordinated 
manner, this does not mean agreement on every aspect, 
or on uniform rules.Tax is not an exact science, and as 
we have seen in the previous section, the present system 
operates with a very loose system of coordination, 
and no clear agreement on common rules, while even 
the guidelines for the ALP which have been formulated 
allow a wide range of approaches and much room for 
interpretation. Similarly, states could apply somewhat 
different versions of the unitary approach, provided that 
there is reasonable coordination, including procedures to 
562=�H:E9�4@?R:4ED��2D�2=C625J�6I:DE�F?56C�E2I�EC62E:6D	 

2.1 The Combined Report 
The basis of applying the Unitary method is that each 
TNC must prepare a Combined Report covering the 
whole of the corporate group engaged in a unitary 
business.Any state applying the unitary approach to 
any entity subject to tax in that state which is part of 
a TNC would require it to submit such a combined 
report covering the whole group of which it forms a 
part.Thus, instead of seeing only the separate accounts 
@7�E96�=@42=�27Q=:2E6��6249�E2I�2FE9@C:EJ�@3E2:?D�244@F?ED� 
7@C�E96�QC>�2D�2�H9@=6 �*:?46�E96D6�2C6�4@?D@=:52E65� 
accounts, they will disregard all internal transfers, so 
E96J�2FE@>2E:42==J�6=:>:?2E6�2?J�AC@QE�D9:7E:?8�@C�@E96C� 
avoidance arrangements involving intermediary entities. 
The requirement of a combined report is the key element 
of the unitary approach, as it would deal a major blow to 
the use of secrecy and tax havens. 

The combined report should include (i) details of all 
the related entities engaged in a common or unitary 
business, (ii) a set of consolidated accounts for that 
group, eliminating all internal transactions within it, and 
(iii) a calculation of the proportion of the group’s taxable 
income attributable to the taxing state according to its 
apportionment formula, specifying the totals of each 
element in the formula for the group as a whole and the 
amounts and proportion of those totals for the taxpayer. 

Let us consider these components in turn. 

����������������������������� 
Unitary taxation should be applied to all legal entities 
(companies, partnerships, trusts, etc) which are (i) under 
common control or direction, and (ii) engaged in the 
D2>6�@C�C6=2E65�3FD:?6DD�24E:G:E:6D	�+96�QCDE�4C:E6C:@?� 
should be based on legal ownership (e.g. direct or indirect 
@H?6CD9:A�@7�@G6C�����@7�D92C6D���3FE�2=D@�H:E9�2�H:56C� 
test of `control’, to prevent avoidance.Thus, it would 
?@E�4@G6C�QC>D�H9:49�2C6�4=@D6=J�E:65�E@86E96C�:7�E96J� 
are separately owned, such as franchisees (for example 
fast-food outlets, unless there is an ownership link), or 
manufacturers under a long-term contract (for example, 
Foxconn, which manufactures iPads and iPhones, would 
not be treated as unitary with Apple). However, it should 
cover entities in which there is less than a majority 
ownership stake, if they are effectively under the direction 
@C�4@?EC@=�@7�E96�QC>�H:E9�E92E�DE2<6 

+96�D64@?5�E6DE��H9:49�>FDE�36�D2E:DQ65�D6A2C2E6=J��:D� 
also important. It is neither necessary nor desirable to 
include within a unitary group all entities which are under 
common ownership or control, if they do not engage 
in related activities. It is unnecessary because there 
would be few related transactions to eliminate. It is not 
desirable, because to do so might enable avoidance if a 
QC>�24BF:C6D�2?�F?C6=2E65�3FD:?6DD�:?�@C56C�E@�249:6G6�� 
�:��AC@QE�D9:7E:?8��6 	8	�:7�2�42A:E2=�:?E6?D:G6�QC>�24BF:C6D�2� 
highly labour-intensive business in a low-tax state; or (ii) 
AC@QE�5:=FE:@?��6 	8	�:7�2�AC@QE23=6�QC>�24BF:C6D�2�=@DD� 
making business to reduce its tax liability. 

In many cases,TNCs may argue that they operate distinct 
24E:G:E:6D�F?56C�:?56A6?56?E�5:G:D:@?D�@C�AC@QE�46?EC6D	� 
However, if they come under common control, there 
should be a presumption that they are part of a unitary 
3FD:?6DD�:7�E96C6�2C6�2�D:8?:Q42?E�?F>36C�@7�EC2?D76CD� 
between them, or if they share common resources or 
D6CG:46D	���5:DE:?4E:@?�D9@F=5�36�5C2H?�36EH66?�2�QC>� 
which acts like a private equity investor with stakes in 
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many different and unrelated businesses, and one which 
@A6C2E6D�3FD:?6DD6D�H9:49�>2J�36�D@>6H92E�5:G6CD:Q65� 
but operate under a management which is centrally 
directed. 

��������������
 ������ 
�249�@7�E96�27Q=:2E6D�@7�2�+&��:?�2?J�4@F?ECJ�2AA=J:?8� 
the unitary approach would be required to include in 
the Combined Report a set of consolidated accounts 
for the TNC as a whole. It is clearly desirable that these 
should be the same for each country, and therefore that 
those countries should adopt a common set of rules for 
E9@D6�244@F?ED��56Q?:?8�E96�E2I�32D6 � 2C>@?:D2E:@?�@7� 
the tax base would simplify the preparation of accounts 
7@C�E96�QC>��3FE�:E�:D�?@E�6DD6?E:2=�7@C�E96�25@AE:@?�@7�2� 
unitary approach that all states agree on a common tax 
32D6�56Q?:E:@?	�+96�:>A@CE2?E�724E@C�:D�E92E�E96�4@>3:?65� 
report would give the tax authorities a clear view of the 
QC>PD�@G6C2==�24E:G:E:6D��DEC:AA:?8�@FE�:?E6C?2=�EC2?D24E:@?D� 
H9:49�2C6�@7E6?�2CE:Q4:2=	�+96C6�H@F=5�36�2?�6?@C>@FD� 
saving of administrative effort for tax authorities which 
currently struggle to disentangle the complex internal 
links of TNCs, and this would make fair taxation of TNCs 
possible for those, especially in developing countries, who 
lack the resources even to attempt to do so. 

The Combined Report should cover the whole corporate 
group, and not only those parts of it which operate in the 
country or countries applying the unitary system. It is of 
course highly unlikely that classic tax havens would join 
a unitary taxation system, especially as many of them do 
?@E�E2I�:?4@>6�@C�AC@QED	�+9:D�5@6D�?@E�AC6G6?E�4@F?EC:6D� 
which do shift to a unitary approach from requiring a 
worldwide combined report, indeed such a report is 
essential.This would merely extend the principle already 
applied under the current system to `controlled foreign 
4@CA@C2E:@?DP��56Q?65�:?�6=23@C2E6�2?5�4@>A=6I�H2JD��� 
the income of which is simply `deemed’ to belong to their 
owners. 

Although desirable, a common tax base is not essential for 
a unitary approach.As Michael McIntyre has pointed out, 
the formula apportionment system operated by many US 
states works adequately well without such a harmonised 
E2I�32D6��%4!?EJC6�����	� 2C>@?:D2E:@?�@7�E96�E2I�32D6� 
could be facilitated since many countries accept accounts 
for tax purposes based on corporate accounting principles, 
for which international standards now exist. 

A major advantage of adopting an internationally 
harmonised tax base is that it would make it easier to 
agree straightforward principles and exclude the special 
allowances and tax privileges which often bedevil national 
tax rules.These generally result from business lobbying, 
either to protect favoured domestic industries or to 
2EEC24E�7@C6:8?�:?G6DE>6?E	���92C>@?:D65�56Q?:E:@?�@7� 
E2I23=6�AC@QED�H@F=5�6?E2:=�28C66>6?E�@?�DE2?52C5� 
allowances for factors such as research and development 
and depreciation, and hence ending special and 
discretionary deductions and allowances. Unitary taxation 
would remove the temptation to offer such advantages, 
and thus deal with many aspects of the problem of tax 
competition between states to attract investment by 
TNCs.A broader tax base, excluding such allowances, 
would reduce this type of tax competition, and enable 
reduction of tax rates. It would still be possible for states 
to compete by offering lower corporate tax rates, and 
indeed some would consider this desirable, but there 
could be pressures also towards tax rate convergence. 

2.4 Determining the Allocation 
Formula 
At the heart of the unitary approach is the allocation 
@7�E96�E@E2=�AC@QE�244@C5:?8�E@�2�7@C>F=2	��D�H:E9�E96� 
CF=6D�56Q?:?8�E96�E2I�32D6��:E�:D�4=62C=J�56D:C23=6�E92E�E96� 
allocation formula should be agreed among states applying 
E96�F?:E2CJ�2AAC@249�E@�27Q=:2E6D�@7�E96�D2>6�+&�D	� 
However, here also an agreed formula is not essential.A 
state unilaterally adopting the unitary approach should 
?@E�25@AE�2�7@C>F=2�H9:49�:E�H@F=5�?@E�Q?5�2446AE23=6�:7� 
applied by others. Indeed, there would be a disincentive to 
adopt a formula which TNCs might consider inappropriate, 
as they could relocate activities or disinvest altogether. 
For example, a state which is used as a manufacturing 
location because it can offer a high-quality labour supply 
at reasonable wage-rates might be tempted to adopt a 
formula weighted towards the number of employees; 
3FE�E9:D�4@F=5�6?4@FC286�QC>D�E@�25@AE�=23@FC�D2G:?8� 
technologies, or to relocate production. It should be 
noted that these kinds of adaptations to the rules would 
be very different from the avoidance strategies fostered 
3J�E96�AC6D6?E�DJDE6>��H9:49�86?6C2==J�6?E2:=�2CE:Q4:2=� 
transactions, existing only on paper.Allocating the tax base 
according to real economic factors would encourage more 
67Q4:6?E�564:D:@?D�@?�E96�=@42E:@?�@7�:?G6DE>6?ED	 

The allocation formula does not aim to attribute the 
:?4@>6�86?6C2E65�3J�E96�+&��E@�:ED�5:776C6?E�27Q=:2E6D�� 
as does the ALP.The unitary approach assumes that the 
income is generated by the combined activities of the 
group. Hence, the factors in the formula simply provide a 
measure of the extent of the activities of the TNC in each 
country where it does business, in order to allocate the 
income.The aim is to allocate income according to factors 
which can easily and accurately quantify the extent of the 
TNC’s activities actually taking place within each country.
 6?46��2?�:>A@CE2?E�6=6>6?E�:?�49@@D:?8�2?5�56Q?:?8�E96� 
factors in the formula is that they should be relatively easy 
to assign to a geographical location.This applies especially 
to intangible property, particularly intellectual property 
rights, discussed below.Allocation of income should, 
therefore, also be based on the geographical location of 
the factor, and not for example on where its owner is 
located. 

The usual factors generally employed in formula 
apportionment are assets, labour, and sales.Assets and 
labour quantify claims to tax based on production, while 
sales provides a weighting for those based on consumer 
>2C<6ED	�+96D6�H:==�36�5:D4FDD65�96C6��3C:6RJ��:?�EFC?	 

2.4.1 Assets: 
+9:D�D9@F=5�4@?D:DE�@7�2==�QI65��E2?8:3=6�AC@A6CEJ��DD6ED� 
should be allocated according to where they are physically 
located or actually used, and not to the entity which owns 
them, to prevent avoidance. It is preferable to include 
assets which are leased and not only those directly 
owned, if only to prevent avoidance by sale-and-leaseback. 
However, some assets could be excluded, for example 
inventory (which is sales-related). 

It is also preferable to exclude intangible assets, such 
2D�!()D	�'?6�C62D@?�7@C�E9:D�:D�E96�5:7Q4F=EJ�@7�2DD:8?:?8� 
?@?�E2?8:3=6D�E@�2�DA64:Q4�86@8C2A9:42=�=@42E:@?	�%@C6� 
importantly, inclusion of intangibles would run counter 
to the basic principles of unitary taxation.The unitary 
approach does not attempt to evaluate the contributions 
to total income made by the different parts of the TNC, 
it assumes that the income results from the combined 
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677@CED�2?5�DJ?6C8J�@7�E96�QC>�2D�2�H9@=6 �!E�E96C67@C6� 
avoids the increasingly intractable problems faced by 
the ALP in determining the allocation of income to 
intangibles, which are clear symptoms of the unsuitability 
of the ALP, especially in the `knowledge economy’. 

Typically, a TNC will operate facilities for research and 
development (R&D) in one or a few locations; the know-
how and IPRs which result will be used in its production 
facilities in various other locations; and the resulting 
products will be sold all over the world. Often, an attempt 
will be made to reduce taxes by transferring ownership 
of the IPRs to a holding company in a suitable jurisdiction 
(a haven). Even if this avoidance device is blocked, how is 
the income from the intangibles to be attributed? Should 
:E�36�4@?D:56C65�2D�62C?65�6?E:C6=J�3J�E96�27Q=:2E6�H96C6� 
E96�C6D62C49�H2D�4@?5F4E65��+96�>2?F724EFC:?8�27Q=:2E6D� 
might also have contributed, by adapting the know-how in 
the course of production. Furthermore, IPRs are generally 
granted protection under national laws which therefore 
96=A�E@�86?6C2E6�E96�+&�PD�>@?@A@=J�AC@QED	��=D@��E96� 
income could be partially attributable to the willingness 
of the consumers to pay for the products embodying 
that R&D.The OECD Guidelines have long wrestled with 
E96D6�5:7Q4F=E:6D	�+96�=2E6DE�5C27E�:DDF65�7@C�5:D4FDD:@?�:?� 
���AC@A@D6D�E92E�E96�2EEC:3FE:@?�D9@F=5�E2<6�244@F?E� 
of the `functions, risks, and costs’ borne by the different 
27Q=:2E6D�:?G@=G65	�+9:D�:D�?@�>@C6�E92?�D@A9:DECJ��2?5�:E� 
is not surprising that intangibles are central to the vast 
majority of transfer pricing disputes.The unitary approach 
simply avoids these problems, because it does not seek 
to attribute income according to the nature of the various 
activities, but to apportion it according to factors linking 
the activities to each state. Hence, intangibles should be 
excluded from the assets weighting in the formula. 

2.4.2 Labour 
This factor covers all employees, as well as any persons 
H@C<:?8�F?56C�E96�5:C64E:@?�@7�E96�QC>	�+9:D�:?4=F56D� 
employees of sub-contractors providing labour services, 
:7�E96�QC>�4@?EC@=D�@C�5:C64ED�E96:C�H@C<�2?5�?@E�;FDE�:ED� 
outputs.As with assets, employees should be allocated 
according to their actual place of work, rather than to 
the entity which happens to employ them.Those who 
work at different locations could be allocated according 
to the number of days spent in each. If this is thought to 
36�5:7Q4F=E�E@�25>:?:DE6C��E96J�4@F=5�36�2==@42E65�E@�E96:C� 
primary place of work. 

+96�>2:?�5:7Q4F=EJ�A@D65�3J�E9:D�724E@C�:D�H96E96C� 
:E�D9@F=5�36�BF2?E:Q65�3J�96254@F?E��?F>36C�@7� 
employees) or payroll costs. Under the system adopted 
by US states, payroll costs are used, and there are 
some arguments in favour of this. However, it would 
be inappropriate to apply internationally, in view of the 
wide international disparities in wage-rates.The system 
proposed for the EU (discussed below) would weight the 
=23@FC�724E@C�����3J�96254@F?E�2?5�����3J�A2JC@==�4@DED	� 
This seems a reasonable and acceptable compromise. 

2.4.3 Sales 
This should include all revenue or receipts from the sale 
@7�2?JE9:?8�@FED:56�E96�QC>	�+96D6�D9@F=5�36�2==@42E65� 
according to the destination (the country of the recipient, 
4FDE@>6C�@C�4=:6?E���H9:49�H@F=5�AC6G6?E�AC@QE�D9:7E:?8� 
E9C@F89�5:DEC:3FE:@?�27Q=:2E6D	�+96�:DDF6�D@>6E:>6D�2C:D6D� 
H96E96C�D@>6�D2=6D�3J�2?�27Q=:2E6�D9@F=5�36�6I4=F565�:7� 
they are incidental and not part of its normal business. It 

should be remembered that the combined report should 
:?4=F56�@?=J�27Q=:2E6D�2?5�3C2?496D�H9:49�2C6�6?82865�:?� 
a unitary business, as discussed above.Thus, provided the 
entity concerned is part of such a unitary business, the 
simplest approach is to include all its sales in the sales 
factor. 

An important point is that the unitary approach would 
both enable and require a fresh look at e-commerce, 
especially internet sales. Under a unitary approach, sales 
should be allocated according to the location of the 
purchaser, and a foreign supplier should be regarded 
as taxable if it has a business presence within the 
jurisdiction.This issue was examined by the OECD a 
decade ago, resulting in several reports and some changes 
E@�E96��@>>6?E2CJ�E@�E96�%@56=�+C62EJ��'��������� 
'�������	�+9:D�:DDF6�:D�2�5:7Q4F=E�2?5�4@?EC@G6CD:2=� 
one under the traditional approach, largely because 
F?56C�E2I�EC62E:6D�DE2E6D�42?�@?=J�E2I�E96�3FD:?6DD�AC@QED� 
@7�C6D:56?ED��@C�@7�2�7@C6:8?�QC>�:7�:E�92D�2�1A6C>2?6?E� 
establishment’ (see section 1.1 above).This generally 
:>A=:6D�2�A9JD:42=�AC6D6?46 �,?56C�E9:D�2AAC@249��2�QC>� 
such as Amazon can sell into a country, even through a 
website in the local language, without needing the kind 
of physical presence that amounts to a `permanent 
establishment’.Although Amazon relies on local 
distribution centres to ensure fast delivery, relatively low 
AC@QED�42?�36�2EEC:3FE65�E@�E96D6�24E:G:E:6D��H9:49�2C6�2� 
competitive and low-margin business (see Box 5 above). 
Hence, under current rules Amazon can declare low or 
?@�AC@QED�:?�4@F?EC:6D�H96C6�:E�6?;@JD�G6CJ�DF3DE2?E:2=� 
D2=6D��H9:49�8:G6D�:E�2�G6CJ�D:8?:Q42?E�25G2?E286�@G6C�=@42=� 
C6E2:=6CD	�,?56C�E96�F?:E2CJ�2AAC@249��2�3C@256C�56Q?:E:@?� 
can and should be adopted of what constitutes doing 
business within the country, which should extend to 
any substantial sales involving marketing or a website in 
the local language, and supervision of distribution. In the 
case of Amazon, not only a website in the local language, 
but its control of distribution facilities (even if operated 
3J�2�5:776C6?E�27Q=:2E6�E92?�E96�D2=6D���D9@F=5�4@?DE:EFE6� 
DF7Q4:6?E�3FD:?6DD�AC6D6?46�E@�>2<6�:E�DF3;64E�E@�E2I	�+96� 
2==@42E:@?�@7�E2I23=6�AC@QED�H@F=5�@7�4@FCD6�56A6?5�@?� 
the proportion not only of its sales but also assets and 
labour in that country.Where such cross-border sales do 
?@E�:?G@=G6�2�D:8?:Q42?E�=@42=�AC6D6?46��D2=6D�E2I6D�4@F=5� 
be applied. 

The same principles can also be applied to cross-border 
D2=6D�@7�D6CG:46D��7@C�:?DE2?46�Q?2?4:2=�D6CG:46D��DF49�2D� 
banking or insurance, or of advertising (e.g. by Google). 
��D6CG:46D�QC>�D9@F=5�36�C682C565�2D�E2I23=6�:7�:E�92D� 
2�3FD:?6DD�AC6D6?46�H:E9:?�E96�4@F?ECJ��2?5�E96�AC@QED� 
allocated according to the formula including sales, based 
on the location of the client. 

2.5 Weighting the Factors in the 
Formula 
The weighting of the factors in the formula would be 
E96�>@DE�5:7Q4F=E�:DDF6�7@C�E96�:?E6C?2E:@?2=�25@AE:@?� 
of a unitary approach.The three-factor formula evolved, 
especially in the practice of US states, to balance out 
the claims of taxing jurisdictions with different kinds of 
involvement in business.As already mentioned, assets and 
labour quantify claims to tax based on production, while 
sales provides a weighting for those based on consumer 
markets. 

(C@G:565�E92E�E96�724E@CD�2C6�56Q?65�D@�2D�E@�92G6�2�4=62C� 
geographical location, notably by excluding intangibles, 
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E96C6�H@F=5�36�=:EE=6�@AA@CEF?:EJ�7@C�2CE:Q4:2=�2G@:52?46 � 
Apportionment based on these three factors would 
allocate a very small proportion of the tax base to the 
main tax havens where the main activity is servicing the 
avoidance and evasion industry. However, to the extent 
that real activities have developed in those jurisdictions, 
they could be taxed, as there would be less incentive to 
offer zero or low tax rates.A country such as Ireland, for 
6I2>A=6��92D�2EEC24E65�2�D:8?:Q42?E�2>@F?E�@7�86?F:?6� 
business, due as much to its well-educated workforce and 
quality of life as to the tax advantages. Countries should 
and could compete on the basis of real economic factors, 
and not by offering facilities designed to undermine 
others’ laws. 

Critics suggest that TNCs would respond to whatever 
formula is applied by relocating their activities. However, 
E9:D�:D�G6CJ�5:776C6?E�7C@>�2CE:Q4:2=�2G@:52?46 ��D�E2I� 
commentator Lee Sheppard puts it ` Tax competition 
for foreign direct investment is honest competition.Tax 
4@>A6E:E:@?�7@C�3@@<:?8�:?4@>6�:D�?@EP��*96AA2C5����� 
p. 476). 

In the absence of wide differences in corporate tax 
C2E6D��36EH66?�4@F?EC:6D�H:E9�D:8?:Q42?E�64@?@>:4� 
activity), there would in any case be relatively little 
D4@A6�E@�C65F46�2�QC>PD�global tax liability by relocating 
production. Certainly, a shift towards unitary taxation, 
without any coordination of tax rates, could increase 
the temptation for some states to try to attract 
investment by offering low tax rates. On the other hand, 
the improved coordination of taxation provided by the 
unitary approach would make it easier to phase out 
the existing tax incentives and holidays offered by many 
DE2E6D	��@>A6E:E:@?�@?�E2I�C2E6D�:D�4@?D:56C65�36?6Q4:2=� 
by some economists, and is certainly much preferable 
to competition on special exemptions and incentives. 
In any case, tax savings would generally be unlikely to 
outweigh the main factors which determine corporate 
decisions on the location of real investment: the quality 
and cost of labour, provision of suitable infrastructure, 
6E4 ��FCE96C>@C6��E96�82:?D�7C@>�6=:>:?2E:@?�@7�AC@QE� 
shifting and tax avoidance through havens, as well as the 
substantial savings in enforcement and compliance costs, 
would make it easier for all states to lower corporate tax 
rates, thus reducing the differentials between them.There 
would in effect be a redistribution of the tax burden, by 
C6>@G:?8�E96�25G2?E286D�82:?65�3J�E9@D6�QC>D�H9:49�92G6� 
exploited the opportunities for international avoidance, 
4C62E:?8�2�>F49�>@C6�=6G6=�A=2J:?8�Q6=5�H9:49�:?�E96�=@?8� 
CF?�H:==�36?6QE�2==	 

International agreement on the weighting of the formula 
factors would be facilitated by the considerable scope 
for trade-offs. Historically, the factors have normally 
been weighted one-third each. In recent years, US states 
have tended to double-weight the sales factor.This has 
the effect of splitting income roughly half each according 
to sales and production (since both assets and labour 
quantify production). On the other hand, the European 
(2C=:2>6?E�:?����2>6?565�E96�AC@A@D2=�5C27E65�3J�E96� 
�@>>:DD:@?��7C@>�@?6�E9:C5�6249�E@�����7@C�D2=6D�2?5� 
45% each for assets and labour. Countries where wage-
rates are higher, which would favour payroll rather than 
96254@F?E�:?�E96�=23@FC�724E@C��H@F=5�E6?5�E@�36?6QE� 
from the inclusion of the assets factor with an equal 
weighting, so might concede that labour should be based 
on headcount. Similarly, countries with more developed 
64@?@>:6D�2?5�96?46�=2C86C�>2C<6ED�H@F=5�36?6QE�7C@>� 

the sales factor, so might concede that labour could be 
weighted according to headcount. Conversely, although 
countries which have attracted large-scale manufacturing 
H@F=5�36?6QE�:?�E6C>D�@7�E2I�C6G6?F6D�7C@>�FD6�@7�E96� 
=23@FC�724E@C��E96J�D9@F=5�36�H:==:?8�E@�2446AE�2�D:8?:Q42?E� 
weighting for other factors, for fear of the disincentive 
effects on inward investment of a formula over-weighted 
towards labour.Apportionment by formula depends 
on acceptance of the general principles, for long-term 
application, and should not be decided by short-term and 
evanescent calculations, which may be unreliable. 

An issue which has been debated since the unitary 
2AAC@249�H2D�QCDE�4@?D:56C65�:?�E96�����D�:D�H96E96C� 
2AA@CE:@?>6?E�3J�2�86?6C2=�7@C>F=2�2AA=:423=6�E@�2==�QC>D� 
in all industries is appropriate. Some types of business 
do have special characteristics which may entail a special 
formula.33 Transportation industries pose a special problem 
because their main physical assets (ships, aeroplanes etc) 
are mobile, so they could be taxed based on the value of 
EC27Q4�36EH66?�4@?E24E�A@:?ED	�!?�E96�42D6�@7�6IEC24E:G6� 
industries, the levy on extracting a depleting natural 
resource should be treated as a rent, and not a tax on 
3FD:?6DD�AC@QED	�!?5665��9:DE@C:42==J�DE2E6D�FD65�C@J2=E:6D�� 
and the redesign of these systems as income taxes was 
:?DE:82E65�3J�E96�QC>D�E96>D6=G6D��E@�6?23=6�E96>�E@� 
satisfy countries of extraction by paying higher taxes, 
while crediting these payments against their income tax 
liabilities in their home states (which was not possible with 
a royalty).Today, resource rent taxation is regarded by many 
as a more effective method for production countries, and 
its interaction with general taxes on corporate income 
would need special consideration. 

Nevertheless, a general apportionment formula applied 
to most types of business would be appropriate for 
2==@42E:?8�2�86?6C2=�E2I�@?�:?4@>6�@C�AC@QED	�+96�32D:D�@7� 
legitimacy of the income tax lies indeed in its generality 
and uniformity of application. It is not the only type of tax 
in the armoury of states, many kinds of special levy or duty 
2C6�2G2:=23=6�2?5�2AA=:65�E@�DA64:Q4�24E:G:E:6D�@C�64@?@>:4� 
factors: on alcoholic beverages, fuel, airport departures, 
insurance premiums, etc. Indeed, businesses are fond of 
referring to their `total tax contribution’, especially when 
244FD65�@7�2G@:52?46�@7�E2I�@?�E96:C�AC@QED	��6?6C2=� 
income taxes are considered fair because they are applied 
equally to everyone, both individuals and legal persons such 
as companies, proportionately to their income, in order to 
7F?5�E96�4@==64E:G6�D6CG:46D�7C@>�H9:49�2==�36?6QE	� 

This same principle of fairness should extend to the 
allocation of the tax base between countries by means of 
a general formula.This would not preclude allowing some 
form of dispute resolution to deal with problematic cases, 
whether between countries, or at the instigation of the 
QC>	��D�2=C625J�>6?E:@?65��DF49�2CC2?86>6?ED�2C6�2=C625J� 
available under tax treaties, the so-called `mutual agreement 
procedure’ (see Box 4), and indeed are now mainly used to 
C6D@=G6�4@?R:4ED�@G6C�2AA=:42E:@?�@7�E96��$(� 

33 In the US special formulae have 
been applied to industries such 
as transportation and banking, 
negotiated by the Multistate 
Tax Commission in consultation 
with those industries (McIntyre 
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34 Caroline Silberztein, head of the 
OECD’s Transfer Pricing unit 
until 2011 (when she left to join 
another former senior OECD 
)522+'-;+��'8?��+44+::�':��:.+� 
international tax practice of the 
2'=�D83��'1+8����)�+4@/+��.'9� 
been quoted as saying ` The 
proposals for global formulary 
apportionment have a number 
5,�E'=9��/4)2;*/4-�:.+�)5362+>/:?� 
of getting international consensus 
on the taxable basis to be 
9.'8+*��:.+�*/,D);2:?�5,�*+'2/4-� 
with intangibles, which would not 
(+�2+99�:.'4�;4*+8�:.+�'83C9� 
length principle; and the political 
dimension of any discussion on 
allocation keys’ (Stewart 2010). 

35 This obstinate position continues 
to be maintained, notably in the 
2012 consultation on Intangibles. 

36� �";6+1'8����.'*6.'2+�
�	
��� 
Another practitioner recently 
concluded `it is clear thatTP itself 
4++*9�'�,;4*'3+4:'2�8+�:./41�'4*� 
that the arm’s length method 
while good in theory does not 
pan out well in practice. It is time 
alternative systems in TP are 
thought through and brought to 
the fore.’ (Vijayaraghavan 2012, 
p.9). 

37 The UN Manual includes helpful 
5;:2/4+9�5,�:.+�*/,D);2:/+9�,')+*� 
and approaches adopted by 
�8'@/2���./4'���4*/'�'4*�"5;:.� 
Africa (UN 2012, ch. 10). 

38 The OECD Guidelines (paras. 
��	���	���*5�*/9);99�:.+� 
issue of `location savings’ in the 
context of the restructuring of 
a TNC’s operations to relocate 
'):/</:/+9�:5�'�25=+8�)59:�)5;4:8?�� 
in terms of how such savings 
should be allocated among the 
parties. China and India appear 
to have broadened out this 
concept considerably and, not 
surprisingly, stress their own 
locational advantages as factors 
that justify a higher allocation of 
685D:�� 

39 This could be along the lines of 
the recent project to revise the 
UN Manual on Transfer Pricing, 
=./).�/4<52<+*�:.+�2'8-+9:�9;(� 
committee in this body’s history, 
and meetings in India, China and 
South Africa. 

3. A Managed Transition 
As already explained, unitary taxation is not a new 
:562��:?5665�:E�H2D�:56?E:Q65�2D�2�DFA6C:@C�2AAC@249� 
:?�AC:?4:A=6�H96?�:?E6C?2E:@?2=�E2I�CF=6D�H6C6�QCDE� 
devised. It has also been applied in practice, and there 
is considerable experience of it, especially in the USA. 
Finally, as explained in section 1 above, the existing 
system based on the ALP in practice uses special 
2AA@CE:@?>6?ED��6DA64:2==J�F?56C�E96�+&%%�2?5�AC@QE� 
split methods (see Box 3 above). Hence, there is already 
considerable experience on which to base a unitary 
system. 

Although the ground is prepared for adoption of a 
unitary approach, rebuilding the international tax system 
on what would be sounder foundations would still pose 
some problems. In principle, two strategies are possible: 
complete replacement of the ALP with a unitary system, 
@C�2�8C25F2=�EC2?D:E:@?	�)6A=246>6?E�92D�D@>6�D:8?:Q42?E� 
advantages: since unitary taxation is a principled system, 
it rests on the prior acceptance by the states involved 
that it will produce a fair and reasonable allocation of 
taxes in the long run. It is also more effective if applied 
3J�2�D:8?:Q42?E�?F>36C�@7�4@F?EC:6D��6DA64:2==J�:7�E96J�2C6� 
closely tied through foreign direct investment. 

However, adoption of a unitary approach depends on 
a political impetus, to resolve the issues of principle 
involved. Indeed, a major reason it has not been adopted 
before now, despite its evident strengths, is that tax 
authorities considered that such a political basis would 
be lacking.34 To help resolve this impasse, it is worth 
considering appropriate transitional arrangements, 
which might help convince doubters, by a step-by-step 
movement towards unitary taxation. 

The three main components of this transition would be 
(i) conducting careful studies, (ii) adoption of a unitary 
DJDE6>�36EH66?�8C@FAD�@7�4@F?EC:6D�2?5�7@C�DA64:Q4� 
sectors, and (iii) introduction of combined reporting 
alongside the ALP. It is essential, however, that these 
components are formulated with the aim of moving 
towards a comprehensive adoption of the unitary 
approach.A clear strategy particularly important in order 
to achieve both of the main advantages of the unitary 
2AAC@249���:��E@�6?5�E2I�2G@:52?46�E9C@F89�AC@QE�D9:7E:?8� 
and the use of the tax haven system, and (ii) to establish 
a system of allocation of the tax base of TNCs which 
is effective, fair and transparent, and hence accepted as 
legitimate. 

3.1 Conducting Studies 
&@�@7Q4:2=�:?E6C?2E:@?2=�E2I�@C82?:D2E:@?�92D�4@?5F4E65� 
a serious study since 1935 of whether the unitary 
approach would provide a better basis than the ALP. 
The OECD’s Committee on Fiscal Affairs, which has 
generally taken a leading role, has stubbornly refused 
even to consider the viability of the approach for over 
���J62CD	�!E�H2D�DEC@?8=J�:?RF6?465�3J�E96�56E6C>:?65� 
=@33J:?8�42>A2:8?�3J�+&�D�:?�E96�62C=J�����D�282:?DE�E96� 
2AA=:42E:@?�@7�AC@QE�2AA@CE:@?>6?E�@?�2�H@C=5H:56�32D:D� 
by US states, especially California (see below).Then in the 
62C=J�����D�E96�D92CA�4@?R:4ED�@G6C�E96�FD6�@7�AC@QE�DA=:E� 
methods and the TNMM (see Historical Summary above) 
were resolved only on condition that the Guidelines on 
+C2?D76C�(C:4:?8�D9@F=5�C627QC>�E92E�E96J�4@?DE:EFE6�2?� 
application of the ALP, and should explicitly reject formula 
apportionment.35 

The OECD position that the ALP expresses an 
international consensus as the only way to combat 
transfer pricing has been deployed to close down debate 
elsewhere, especially in the UN Tax Committee. In recent 
years many developing countries have introduced or 
strengthened arrangements for combating tax avoidance, 
including abusive transfer pricing. However, the vast 
majority of poor developing countries do not have the 
resources to apply the complex and time-consuming 
checks on transfer pricing demanded by the OECD 
approach. Even the largest among them, such as Brazil, 
China, India, and South Africa have experienced serious 
5:7Q4F=E:6D�:?�2AA=J:?8�E96��$(��6DA64:2==J�:?�Q?5:?8�DF:E23=6� 
comparables.This is now enormously time-consuming for 
both tax administrations and taxpayers.Thus, the Indian 
tax authorities are reported to have made transfer pricing 
25;FDE>6?ED�@7�4=@D6�E@����3:==:@?�7@C�QD42=�J62C����� 
�����2?5�@G6C�������EC2?D76C�AC:4:?8�42D6D�2C6�4FCC6?E=J� 
pending before the Income Tax Appeals Tribunal, which has 
?@H�6DE23=:D965�7@FC�DA64:2=�36?496D�E@�562=�DA64:Q42==J� 
with them.36 

Although their national regulations pay lip-service to 
it, they often also emphasise the need for a `holistic 
approach’. In practice, the methods they prefer are very 
different from each other, and from those of OECD 
countries.37�+9FD���C2K:=�5@6D�?@E�2==@H�AC@QE�DA=:E� 
methods, but as the alternative to the CUP method (due 
to lack of comparables) relies on the Resale or Cost-
(=FD�>6E9@5D��3FE�FD:?8�DA64:Q65�QI65�>2C8:?D	�+9:D�:D�2� 
D:8?:Q42?E�56A2CEFC6�7C@>�E96�'�����F:56=:?6D��=625:?8� 
to criticisms in the OECD Committee. In contrast China, 
H9:49�2=D@�Q?5D�:E�92C5�@C�:>A@DD:3=6�E@�Q?5�4@>A2C23=6D�� 
AC676CD�AC@QE�DA=:E�>6E9@5D��3FE�E2<6D�244@F?E�@7� 
5:DE:?4E:G6�724E@CD��?@E23=J�1=@42E:@?�DA64:Q4�25G2?E286DP� 
H9:49�:E�4@?D:56CD�;FDE:7J�2==@42E:@?�@7�9:896C�AC@QED�E@� 
Chinese members of TNC groups. India also employs 
this criterion for adjustments. However, this approach 
also is likely to produce results which diverge from 
those acceptable to OECD countries.38 So even as the 
OECD approach is extended to some other countries, it 
is likely to create increasing problems due to divergent 
approaches, while most countries will lack the capacity to 
apply it effectively. 

A serious study of the unitary approach would enable 
them to review their overall approach, and consider 
whether a new perspective would be more effective and 
appropriate.This would be best commissioned by the UN 
Tax Committee, which is the most globally representative 
body, though it would require additional resources.39 

Studies should comprehensively explore all aspects of the 
introduction of a unitary system, including (i) principles 
7@C�56Q?:E:@?�@7�E96�E2I�32D6���::��C6BF:C6>6?ED�@7�E96� 
combined report, (iii) factors which could be used for 
the apportionment formula and their weighting, and (iv) 
consideration of the changes that might be needed to 
existing instruments, especially model tax treaties, both 
for a transitional period and for replacement of the ALP. 

3.2 Adoption of Unitary Taxation by 
Groups of Countries 

3.2.1 Combined Reporting with Formulary 
Apportionment by US States 
As already mentioned, the unitary approach has been 
2AA=:65�3J�,*�DE2E6D�D:?46�E96����D	�!E�H2D�:?:E:2==J� 
used as a fall-back, to deal with situations where the 
=@42=�244@F?ED�5:5�?@E�D66>�E@�72:C=J�C6R64E�AC@QE23:=:EJ�� 
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6DA64:2==J�AC@QE�D9:7E:?8	���A:@?66C�H2D��2=:7@C?:2��H9:49� 
was particularly concerned to prevent motion picture 
4@>A2?:6D�D:A9@?:?8�@77�AC@QED�E@�E96:C�5:DEC:3FE:@?� 
subsidiaries in low-tax jurisdictions, especially in 
neighbouring Nevada. California’s Franchise Tax Board for 
many decades applied the unitary approach only when it 
4@?D:56C65�:E�?646DD2CJ��3FE�4@FCE�564:D:@?D�:?�E96�����D� 
82G6�E2IA2J6CD�E96�C:89E�E@�56>2?5�:E��36?6QE:?8�4@>A2?:6D� 
such as oil producers, which could offset losses or high 
4@DED�6=D6H96C6�282:?DE�E96:C�9:89��2=:7@C?:2�AC@QED	�+9:D� 
led to a more uniform application of the unitary system 
to all companies. However, it also resulted in complaints 
especially by foreign TNCs moving into the state, which 
found that despite high start-up costs meaning low initial 
AC@QE23:=:EJ�@7�E96��2=:7@C?:2�@A6C2E:@?D��E96J�H@F=5� 
36�E2I65�@?�2�AC@A@CE:@?�@7�E96:C�8=@32=�AC@QED	�+96:C� 
resulting campaign, focusing in particular on the new US-
UK tax treaty signed in 1975, did not succeed in having the 
unitary approach held unconstitutional, but it did result in 
allowing TNCs to choose to exclude most of their non-
,*�27Q=:2E6D��C676CC65�E@�2D�E96�1H2E6CPD�6586P�6=64E:@?��2D� 
mentioned above.�� 

The application of the unitary approach by US states is 
only loosely coordinated, but still works quite effectively. 
The 3-factor apportionment formula of property-payroll-
sales was formulated in 1957 in the Uniform Division of 
Income for Tax Purposes Act (UDITPA), drafted by the 
National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform 
State Laws. It was adopted as Article IV of a Multistate 
Tax Compact in 1966, which established the Multistate 
Tax Commission with the power to formulate regulations 
and develop practice to ensure optimal harmonization in 
the application of UDITPA. Despite some unilateral moves 
by states, in particular adopting a double weighting for 
the sales factor in the formula, the system seems to have 
H@C<65�H6==��H:E9�76H�4@>A=2:?ED�3J�QC>D�D:?46�E96�����D� 
�%4!?EJC6����	�!?5665��E96C6�92D�366?�2�8C@HE9�@7�,*� 
DE2E6D�C6BF:C:?8�4@>3:?65�C6A@CE:?8�2?5�2AA=J:?8�AC@QE� 
apportionment in recent years, `driven by state budgetary 
shortfalls and the perceived distortion of taxable income 
3J�>F=E:DE2E6�4@CA@C2E:@?D�Q=:?8�D6A2C2E6�4@>A2?J� 
C6A@CEDP��%4�2??�6E�2=������A	����	 

3.2.2 The CCCTB in the EU 
An important step forward was taken when the European 
Commission tabled a proposal for unitary taxation within 
the EU.The Commission has been searching for a more 
effective basis for corporate taxation in the EU since 
:E�4@>>:DD:@?65�E96�)F5:?8�)6A@CE�:?������:?�����:E� 
proposed a move towards taxation within the EU on a 
consolidated basis, and detailed work was carried out 
7C@>�����6DA64:2==J�E9C@F89�2�H@C<:?8�8C@FA��:?4=F5:?8� 
?2E:@?2=�E2I�@7Q4:2=D��3FD:?6DD�C6AC6D6?E2E:G6D�2?5�E2I� 
6IA6CED��H9:49�>6E������	�+9:D�42C67F=�AC6A2C2E:@?�>62?E� 
E92E�H96?�:?��63CF2CJ������C6DA@?5:?8�E@�E96��FC@� 
crisis, the Franco-German `competitiveness pact’ included 
a call for the `creation of a common assessment basis 
for corporate income tax’, the Commission was able to 
AF3=:D9�:ED�5C27E�:?�%2C49����	 41 After careful study, the 
European Parliament approved this draft, although with 
D@>6�D:8?:Q42?E�AC@A@D65�2>6?5>6?ED��3J�2�=2C86�>2;@C:EJ� 
:?��AC:=���	 42 

The proposal is for a Common Consolidated Corporate 
Tax Base (CCCTB) to apply to all companies within 
the EU.This would establish a common set of rules for 
all participating member states for calculation of the 

corporate tax base, on a consolidated basis for all members 
of the corporate group (and hence eliminating internal 
transactions among them), and apportionment of the 
taxes to be paid between the participating states. It also 
includes common rules for tax interactions with third 
states, including rules to combat the use of tax havens, and 
a general anti-avoidance rule.The general apportionment 
formula proposed by the Commission is one-third for 
assets (excluding intangibles), one-third for sales, and 
@?6�E9:C5�7@C�=23@FC��DA=:E�������36EH66?�A2JC@==�2?5� 
headcount). However, as mentioned in section 2 above, the 
(2C=:2>6?E�AC@A@D65�2�H6:89E:?8�@7�����7@C�D2=6D�2?5����� 
each for the other factors. 

The proposal has been criticised for several shortcomings. 
�:CDE��E96��@>>:DD:@?�AC@A@D2=�H@F=5�2==@H�QC>D�E@� 
choose whether to come under the system or stick 
with existing national rules.This would mean countries 
4@?E:?F:?8�E@�CF?�EH@�A2C2==6=�DJDE6>D��H:E9�QC>D�23=6� 
to choose between the two.To restrict opportunistic 
49@:46D��2?�6=64E:@?�@?46�>256�H@F=5�36�3:?5:?8�7@C�QG6� 
J62CD�:?�E96�QCDE�:?DE2?46��2?5�E96?�7@C���J62C�A6C:@5D	� 
This provision was no doubt intended to make the 
AC@A@D2=�>@C6�2446AE23=6�E@�C6=F4E2?E�QC>D�2?5�DE2E6D	� 
However, the Parliament proposed an amendment which 
would make it binding within two years on companies 
and cooperatives formed under the EU statute, and on 
all qualifying companies (which means most TNCs) within 
QG6�J62CD��H9:=6�D>2==�2?5�>65:F>�6?E6CAC:D6D�4@F=5�@AE� 
out. Secondly, no harmonisation is proposed of tax rates. 
Indeed, the Commission even argued that the resulting tax 
competition would be desirable. However, an economic 
analysis done for the Commission suggested that there 
4@F=5�36�D:8?:Q42?E�:>32=2?46D�:?�E96�4@DED
36?6QED� 
between states without some degree of harmonisation 
of rates, and such harmonisation would also improve the 
@G6C2==�H6=72C6�:>A24E���6EE6?5@C7�6E�2=�����	� 

The proposal would have advantages which should make it 
attractive to many TNCs. In particular, existing rules make it 
hard to set off losses in one country against gains in another, 
H9:49�:D�2�D:8?:Q42?E�AC@3=6>�7@C�+&�D	�,?:E2CJ�E2I2E:@?� 
would automatically pool losses and gains, facilitating cross-
border business.A Commission survey showed that this 
H@F=5�:>>65:2E6=J�36?6QE�D@>6�����@7�?@?�Q?2?4:2=�2?5� 
����@7�Q?2?4:2=�QC>D	�*@>6�>:89E�D66�:E�2D�2�5:D25G2?E286�� 
but it can be seen as a necessary concomitant of the single 
European market. It would also remove tax impediments 
E@�:?EC2�8C@FA�C6@C82?:D2E:@?D �%@DE�D:8?:Q42?E=J��:E�H@F=5� 
cut tax compliance costs: the Commission estimated a 7% 
C65F4E:@?�:?�C64FCC:?8�E2I�4@>A=:2?46�4@DED��2?5�@G6C����� 
for opening a subsidiary in another member state. National 
tax administrations would also reduce their enforcement 
costs, although to a lesser extent because of the need to 
operate two systems in parallel. 

The main limitation of the proposal is that the consolidated 
244@F?ED�E@�36�Q=65�?665�@?=J�:?4=F56�E96�>6>36CD�@7� 
the corporate group resident in participating states.This 
deprives the CCCTB of a key advantage of the unitary 
approach, since it allows TNCs to exclude intermediary 
entities which they use for tax avoidance, including those 
located in havens.This problem would continue to have to 
be dealt with by the usual range of anti-avoidance measures, 
which are included in the CCCTB rules, including rules 
on transfer pricing, controlled foreign corporations, and 
a general anti-avoidance principle.A far better approach 
would be to require submission of a worldwide combined 
report. 

�� This has added a new layer 
of complexity, which there 
is no space to discuss here. 
�'2/,584/'C9��8'4)./9+�#'>��5'8*� 
provides an extensive online 
Manual, accessible at https:// 
www.ftb.ca.gov/aboutFTB/ 
manuals/audit/water/index. 
shtml. 

41 Proposal for a Council Directive 
on a Common Consolidated 
�58658':+�#'>��'9+�����#��� 
COM(2011) 121/4, See http:// 
ec.europa.eu/taxation_ 
customs/taxation/company_ 
tax/common_tax_base/ 
index_en.htm. 

42 European Parliament legislative 
resolution of 19 April 2012 
on the proposal for a Council 
directive on a Common 
Consolidated Corporate Tax 
�'9+�����#����http://www. 
europarl.europa.eu/sides/ 
getDoc.do?type=TA&lang 
uage=EN&reference=P7-
+�������� 
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43 In a working party on tax 
questions: see `Report by 
Finance Ministers on Tax issues 
in the framework of the Euro 
 2;9� '):C��
:.��;4+�
�	
�� 
ECOFIN 640, available from 
http://register.consilium. 
europa.eu/pdf/en/12/st11/ 
DE�����	6?�	A57, and Working 
Party on Tax Questions, agenda 
for meeting of 24th October 
2012, http://register.consilium. 
6FC@A2	6F
A57
6?
�
4>��
 
4>����	6?�	A57, both 
accessed 31st October 2012. 

44 Objections were expressed 
during the earlier stages by 
�;2-'8/'���8+2'4*���'2:'�� 52'4*�� 
Romania, Slovakia, Sweden, 
the Netherlands, and the UK: 
see Preamble to the European 
Parliament Resolution on the 
���#���http://www. 
europarl.europa.eu/ 
sides/getDoc 
do?pubRef=-//EP// 
TEXT+REPORT+A7-
2012-0080+0+DOC+ 
XML+V0//EN. 

45 Under the `enhanced 
cooperation’ procedure, once 
the Council decides that a 
proposal could not be adopted 
by unanimity (which under EU 
rules is required for taxation 
measures), a smaller group of 
states, at least nine, could decide 
to use that procedure. 

46 Current suggestions for a 
parallel introduction rest on 
the understanding of the 
defects in the ALP, mainly the 
unavailability of comparables, 
and the appreciation that the 
`other’ methods considered 
'))+6:'(2+��685D:�962/:�'4*� 
the TNMM) entail a type of 
formulaic apportionment of 
685D:9��#.+�'8-;3+4:9�,58� 
this strategy are that it would 
enable tax administrations to 
`cautiously and gradually’ shift 
:5�'�4+=�9?9:+3���</�%54'.� 
'4*��+49.'253�
�	���6��	�����:� 
would entail the abandonment 
of the view (or pretence) that 
the `other’ methods which have 
been accepted as alternatives 
:5�D4*/4-�)536'8'(2+9�'8+� 
incompatible with formula 
apportionment. Instead, the ALP 
should be interpreted (as these 
authors suggest was always 
intended) as simply authorising 
a fair or appropriate allocation 
5,�685D:9���5=+<+8��:./9�/9�45:� 
a unitary approach, nor does it 
claim to provide one. It would 
6+8.'69�'662?�953+�9:/)1/4-� 
plaster to the gaping wounds 
caused by the inadequacies of 
the ALP. 

The proposal is currently under consideration by the 
European Council.43 In the context of the euro crisis there 
is now considerable political support for closer economic 
A@=:4J�2?5�QD42=�4@@C5:?2E:@?��A6C92AD�:?�E96�7@C>�@7�2� 
`euro-plus pact’ to support the Euro, although this was 
?@E�E96�:?:E:2=�C2E:@?2=6�7@C�E96����+���)F5:?8����	�!E� 
seems that not all the EU member states would be willing 
to adopt the proposal,44 but it could still proceed among a 
smaller group.45 Although continuing with a smaller group 
of states would obviously reduce the scope of applicability, 
it might allow amendments which could strengthen the 
provisions. A similar decision has already been taken in 
C6DA64E�@7�E96�D6A2C2E6�AC@A@D2=�7@C�2�Q?2?4:2=�EC2?D24E:@?� 
E2I���++���H9:49�H2D�2=D@�8:G6?�2?�:>A6EFD�3J�E96�Q?2?4:2=� 
crisis. 

It is important to understand that the CCCTB could, if 
>@5:Q65��A=2J�2�>2;@C�C@=6�:?�E96�Q89E�282:?DE�3@E9�>2;@C� 
types of international tax avoidance, the use of tax havens 
and transfer pricing.The key to this would be to require 
all companies doing business in the states operating a 
CCCTB to submit a worldwide Combined Report. 

3.2.3 Extending and Deepening Unitary Taxation 
The CCCTB is important, despite its limitations, as it 
provides a fully worked out proposal for a unitary system 
E@�36�2AA=:65�:?E6C?2E:@?2==J�36EH66?�2�D:8?:Q42?E�8C@FA�@7� 
states.This belies the insistence of the OECD that the ALP 
is the `only game in town’. In conjunction with the fact 
that there is considerable support in the US for a unitary 
approach, as well as the experience over nearly a century 
of combined reporting for state taxation, it helps to open 
the way for a transition from the ALP to unitary taxation. 

As with the EU, other regional groupings could formulate 
proposals for unitary taxation.These could include the 
Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN), the East 
African Community, the Andean Pact, etc. 

As we have seen, the main limitation of existing systems 
and proposals (combined reporting in the US, and the 
CCCTB), is that they are limited to the `water’s edge’. 
Yet there is nothing to prevent a unitary system, even if 
introduced by one or a few countries, to be based on 
a worldwide combined report (see section 2.1 above). 
Indeed, this is essential to achieve one of the main aims 
of the unitary approach, to defeat international avoidance 
through the tax haven system.Thus, adoption of the 
approach by regions or groups of states should be on the 
basis of a worldwide combined report. It is also obviously 
desirable that some coordination should be developed, 
especially of the three main elements of the combined 
report (discussed in section 2). 

3.3 Introduction of Unitary within the 
Present System 
Some commentators have proposed that formula 
apportionment could be introduced alongside the ALP. 
This could be done either in general, or for particular 
sectors.46 

A strategy to help accustom tax administrations to 
operating a unitary approach would greatly assist a 
managed transition.The key to it however, as the analysis 
put forward here suggests, is the introduction of a 
requirement for TNCs to submit a Combined Report 
in each country where they are subject to tax.This 
H@F=5�92G6�:>>65:2E6�36?6QED�7@C�E2I�25>:?:DEC2E:@?D�� 
by providing them with a single overview of the entire 
4@?D@=:52E65�244@F?ED�@7�E96�QC>��6=:>:?2E:?8�2==�AC@QE� 

D9:7E:?8�2?5�AC@QE�DEC:AA:?8	�+2I�@7Q4:2=D�:?�:?5:G:5F2=� 
countries are often faced with the enormous task of 
trying to penetrate the elaborate and complex maze 
of intermediary entities used by TNCs to channel 
EC2?D24E:@?D�2?5�AC@QED��FDF2==J�E@�2G@:5�E2I	�+96J�>2J� 
resort to cumbersome procedures for exchange of 
information with colleagues in other countries to try to 
get a fuller picture.All these problems would fall away if 
a requirement were introduced by the major states for 
submission of a combined report. 

If introduced in parallel, the combined report could be 
used in two ways. First, it could be used directly as the 
basis for unitary taxation with formula apportionment for 
QC>D�:?�:?5FDEC:6D�H96C6�E9:D�:D�A2CE:4F=2C=J�2AAC@AC:2E6 ��?� 
:>A@CE2?E�6I2>A=6�:D�>F=E:?2E:@?2=�32?<:?8��*25:B����� 
��	�!E�:D�?@�244:56?E�E92E�32?<D�2?5�@E96C�Q?2?4:2=�QC>D� 
are the main users of the tax haven system, and indeed 
their systematic tax avoidance, by reducing their cost of 
42A:E2=��D:8?:Q42?E=J�4@?EC:3FE65�E@�E96�=:BF:5:EJ�E92E�7F6==65� 
E96�DA64F=2E:G6�3F33=6�H9:49�C6DF=E65�:?�E96�Q?2?4:2=�4C2D9	� 
�@F?EC:6D�6G6CJH96C6�2C6�?@H�6286C�E@�Q?5�2�>@C6� 
67764E:G6�H2J�@7�E2I:?8�E96�AC@QED�@7�Q?2?4:2=�QC>D��2?5�2� 
unitary system would provide it. Internet-based businesses, 
such as Google and Amazon (discussed above, Box 5), 
would also be better dealt with under a unitary approach. 

Secondly, tax administrations could begin to apply a unitary 
approach in parallel to the present system, as a check.As 
pointed out above (section 1) this tactic has indeed long 
been used, although on a rudimentary basis, lacking a true 
@G6C2==�G:6H�@7�E96�QC>�H9:49�2�4@>3:?65�C6A@CE�H@F=5� 
provide. Submission of a combined report should also also 
complemented by a requirement for country-by-country 
C6A@CE:?8�@7�E96�E2I6D�24EF2==J�A2:5��%FCA9J����	�+9:D� 
would be a giant step towards setting the international tax 
system on a basis of transparency and effectiveness, and 
hence restoring the legitimacy of taxation in all countries. 
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